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About The Author: Ewen Chia 

 

Ewen is an early Internet business pioneer who has been marketing on 
the internet since 1997.  

As a world famous and highly-respected marketer, Ewen is often called 
upon for his ingenious marketing advice - especially in the areas of 
business integration, profit leverage, product creation and online 
branding.  

Ewen Chia is known as the “World’s #1 Super Affiliate” and his name is 
synonymous with Affiliate Marketing.  

Widely acknowledged as the secret weapon of many other Internet Marketing experts, 
Ewen has an uncanny ability to trounce the competition and take on the coveted #1 reseller 
spot in almost every marketing rollout.  

Ewen is a rare breed because he actually makes thousands of dollars online every single 
day. A brand new internet business he set up recently netted over US$100,000.00 in less 
than 30 days in March 2007.  

Another internet business generated a whopping US$1.497 MILLION in just 36 hours and 
he did it without spending a cent on advertising or promotion. 

Ewen has taught thousands of students worldwide using his proprietary Autopilot Internet 
Income™ System which allows anyone to make a fulltime income purely from the Internet. 
Ewen has more than 300,000+ subscribers purchasing his products.  

Many have been able to quit their day jobs, live the internet lifestyle and achieve real 
financial freedom thanks to his proven teachings and strategies.   

Ewen is also a much sought after international speaker and has toured the world sharing 
his Internet business knowledge and experience.   

In November 2006 (Singapore), Ewen received the World Internet Summit “World 
Internet Challenge” award for starting a new Internet business and making over 
US$80,000.00 in 3 days LIVE right in front of an amazed audience of 1,000 participants.  

In March 2007 (Australia), Ewen was unanimously voted the Best Speaker by the 350 
strong audience at the World Internet Summit. 

**VOTED BEST SPEAKER** 
 WORLD INTERNET SUMMIT - AUSTRALIA 2007 

Ewen has also been officially invited as the only local featured speaker at the world’s 
biggest internet marketing event - World Internet Mega Summit Singapore in May 2007.  
You can see some of Ewen’s Internet Marketing products here: 
 
http://www.SecretAffiliateWeapon.com 
http://www.AutopilotProfits.com  
http://www.AffiliateOfTheMonth.com  

http://www.SecretAffiliateWeapon.com
http://www.AutopilotProfits.com
http://www.AffiliateOfTheMonth.com
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Introduction 
Welcome and thank you for your investment in the Autopilot Internet Income ebook, 
you’ve truly made a great investment! 
 
This step-by-step guide will show you, in detail, how to create your own internet 
business from scratch, and to quickly build it to profit using proven marketing principles.  
 
This guide will also go a step further than that, and show you how to put your entire 
business on autopilot, so that you may begin creating additional, automated businesses 
for even more income. As you'll soon learn, it is easy to duplicate one, successful 
business model into other markets.  
 
The meat of Autopilot Internet Income™ resides within the 5 Core Components 
known as the Autopilot Internet Income™ System. The components are actually a 5 
step process you'll follow in order to create your business.  
 
This process is simplified to:  
 

 

Autopilot Internet Income™ System: 
 

1. Targeting your market 
2. Creating an offer 
3. Driving traffic 
4. Creating a back end profit system 
5. Duplicating steps 1-4 in a new market 

 

 
We'll study each of these steps in detail, and you'll see how they all tie together into the 
big picture of making money online. I'll also show you how you can automate most of 
these steps, so that your business can run virtually hands-free.  
 
The Best Marketing System for Quick Profits and Long-Term Growth 

 
The Autopilot Internet Income™ System is built to help you achieve both quick profits 
and long-term growth.  
 
In fact, I believe it is the best marketing system for reaching these goals, whether you're 
a beginner or an experienced marketer. Why?  
 
Aside from giving you a step-by-step plan to follow, this system also offers a means of 
simplifying the entire business development process. It is a way of thinking which will 
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become natural to you over time.  
 
Further, the system applies to all on line business models. Although you will learn to 
apply the steps as an affiliate marketer to start, you can easily apply the steps again to 
creating a business selling your own products.  
 
The real key to the whole thing, though, is that this business system can not only be 
duplicated, but set on complete autopilot.  You'll be able to put everything from traffic 
generation to product delivery on cruise-control, so that your business pulls in profits for 
you even when you're not there. 
 
The important thing to keep in mind as you study this system is that you're learning to 
execute a blueprint, or template, that applies to any business you want to create. These 
are the fundamental steps followed by every successful on-line business owner.  
 
Before we dive into the core components, though, we must talk about some of the 
success factors that need to be in place prior to you making the leap.  
 
Let's begin! 
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Your Success Factors: Mindset, Training, Tools 
 
Before we begin, it’s important to talk about some of the factors relevant to your 
business success. These include: mindset, training and tools.  
 
You need the right amount of each in place when you begin, so that you can conquer 
any challenges that come along the way.  
 
Your Mindset: 
 
If you've been a student of mine for any length of time, you know that I talk a lot about 
mindset. Having the right mindset when you go into business is so important because it 
likely THE thing that can make or break your success.  
 
Some people have all of the “how to” information and tools at their disposal, yet they still 
fail. In order to find out why, one usually needs to look no further than to the issue of 
mindset.  
 
In order to prepare yourself for business, you first need to focus yourself for success. 
This simply comes down to belief and confidence. If you are determined to succeed, 
you will succeed.  If you are constantly worried about failure, you set yourself up to 
sabotage your own efforts.  
 
So, the first key to mindset is belief and confidence. 
 
Another very important factor to your success is you willingness to get serious about 
your business.  This sounds like common sense, but think about how some people view 
Internet businesses.  
 
Family, friends, stranger – maybe even you – are often sold on the idea that Internet-
based businesses are guaranteed “get rich quick” schemes. Nothing could be further 
from the truth.  While it is true that online businesses can be easier to run and cheaper 
to set up, they still require commitment.  
 
Just like any other business, your online business will demand your time and financial 
investment in order to thrive. You should approach your business with the mindset of a 
professional.  
 
Maybe once you've earned your first million, you can sleep in late and spend the day 
working in your undershirt – but, right now you need to start getting up, getting dressed 
and getting busy.   
 
Even though you aren't dealing with customers face-to-face, you should act as if you 
are!   I'm not saying you have to put on a tie or a fancy dress to work at home, but 
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dressing presentably makes a huge difference to your mindset. The psychology to this 
is subtle, but its there.  
 
Last but not least, you must make a commitment to working strategically, 
consistently and patiently.  
 
The step-by-step plan I've laid out of for you here will help with the strategic end of 
things. There's no guessing about what you have to do.  
 
Plus, it’s all laid out in a logical fashion, so that you don't get bogged down (or 
disorganized).  
 
As for working consistently, this means taking action every day. Even if it is just one 
step or one “to do” item that you cross off your list. Avoid the temptation to try get 
everything done “overnight”. You’re bound to make a mistake that way; and, sloppy 
work will lead to sloppy results.  
 
At the same time, you're no better off when you take too long of a break. Maybe you 
rush in and get a big chunk of work taken care of, then don't do anything else for a 
month. This is just as ineffective as rushing through everything.  
 

Just remember: at least one action a day, every day. 
 
Finally, I urge you to remain patient. Rest assured that strategy, coupled with 
consistency, leads to measurable results. Yes, it will take some time for your business 
to really get rolling, but it will get there.  
 
It’s a lot like baking a cake. You put all the ingredients together, and then you let them 
cook at whatever temperature.  
 
It’s done when it’s done…unless you keep opening the oven door or raising the 
temperature.  
 
The point of that analogy is that you need to allow time for all the pieces to fall in place. 
If you get impatient and make a drastic change to your plan mid-stream, you'll derail all 
of your hard work up to that point.  
 
In summary, memorize the key aspects of the success mindset:  
 

✔ Belief and self-confidence 
✔ Commitment and Taking your business seriously 
✔ Strategy 
✔ Consistency 
✔ Patience 
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Training: 
 
Training is also a factor in your success. Every successful entrepreneur has a least 
some business training.  
 
He or she may get that training from past jobs, educational courses, mentors or simply 
from jumping in head-first and learning along the way – but, there is always a point at 
which skill and training comes into play.  
 
Whether you'll be starting your first business, or have some experience under your belt, 
the Autopilot Internet Income™ System will train you in exactly how to research, 
create and profit from an Internet based business focused on information marketing.  
 
An information-based business is like any other business, except that the product focus 
is on primarily intangible goods such as e-books, software, membership or service 
based sites...in other words, on 'digital' as opposed to 'physical' goods.  
 
What matters here, though, is not so much the product you're selling, ad the medium 
you're selling it in – i.e, The Internet.  
 
Whether you want to sell e-books or tennis shoes is nearly irrelevant. The important part 
is that Internet based sales and marketing is its own game. Fundamental marketing 
principles still apply, but they are carried out in a slightly different fashion.  
 
Let's have a look at some of things you'll be trained in how to do:  
 

✔ Market research - What are people looking for online?  What do they want to 
buy?  
 

✔ Market selection – Which market will be easy to break into? Which market holds 
the most 
 promise in terms of profit potential?  
 

✔ Product selection – What type of product is my market looking to buy? What's 
the best way to deliver that product?  
 

✔ Targeting – How do I target my product to the right segment of my market? 
 

✔ Traffic – How do I get my product in front of the market? 
 

✔ Sales – How do I create powerful offers to turn prospects into customers?   
 
You see, the each of the above questions are ones asked in every business – offline or 
online – but this system is designed to teach you how to tackle these issues from an 
online perspective.  
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The training you receive here should enable you to start and grow your first business 
with relative ease.   
 
However, it’s important to note that there are dozens of other Internet business models 
in addition to the ones we'll cover in this guide.  
 
Some people make a living buying and re-selling items on eBay, for example. Others 
have made a killing by building simple, content-based websites that are monetized by 
Google Adsense advertising.  
 
These are all legitimate models, but they are not the ones we're covering here; and, 
hence, they represent a different area of training you could look into down the line when 
you're ready to try something new.  
 
The point I'm making here is that I'm going to give you the absolute fundamentals. What 
you'll learn here is transferable to any other business. But, you should never stop 
learning or expanding your knowledge.  
 
The more training you undergo, the more options you make available to yourself!  
Continuing education is key in every business.  
 
Tools: 
 
Every business needs certain tools to run effectively, and your Internet business will be 
no exception.  
 
There is a minimum of two must have tools that I ask you to acquire as soon as 
possible – meaning you'll need to either get them now, or right after you've gone 
through your first read of Autopilot Internet Income™ and are ready to put the system 
to use.  
 
The reason I'm asking you to acquire these tools so quickly is because they are 
essential to the training and discussion taking place here. Ready to know what these 
tools are?  
 
They are: A) Your own domain name and web-hosting account, and B) Your own 
autoresponder account. You see, you'll be using these tools to form the core of your 
business.  
 
You'll need your website to:  
 

✔ Send traffic to 
✔ Host your landing page for collecting opt-in leads 
✔ Host files you want to make available for download (eg, special reports) 
✔ Create online presence and branding for your business 

http://www.jdoqocy.com/click-2142490-10435426
http://secure.hostgator.com/cgi-bin/affiliates/clickthru.cgi?id=ewen
http://www.monsterresponse.com/special.htm
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You'll need an autoresponder to:  
 

✔ Store and manage the leads you collect from your opt-in page 
✔ Store, schedule and sent out your mailings: follow up emails, newsletters, etc.  

 
These tools are really the “engine” behind the majority of communication that will take 
place between you and your customers.  
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What IS An Internet Business, Ewen? 
 
Essentially, an Internet business is any business that offers its products and/or services 
on the Internet. Potential customers go to your website and purchase your products 
online, rather than by visiting a physical location.  
 
You can start a business which offers products and services exclusively on the Internet 
or you can take an 'offline' business onto the Internet to reach even more customers. 
 
Let's look at example of both cases.  
 
If you wanted to start, or have already started, an off line business selling camping 
equipment where you live, you could expand your business by creating an on line 'store 
front'. So, in addition to your local customers, you'd also be able to reach people in 
other cities, states or even countries. 
 
Alternatively, you could start a business that runs exclusively on line. In this type of 
business, you'd use a model like affiliate or information product marketing.   
 
Your products in that case could be totally digital (like e-books and software), and 
delivered to the customer via download.  
 
No matter which approach you use, though, the benefit of doing business on line is that 
you are able to reach a far larger base of customers than you might otherwise, and you 
get to cut a lot of overhead costs.  
 
 Internet marketing is affordable even for very small business owners who don't have 
much start up capital.  
 
The most important thing for starting any business online, no matter 

how much you plan to invest, is that you follow the 5 Core 
Components (steps) we'll be outlining in the Autopilot Internet 

Income™ System. 
 
In this system, our primary focus is going to be on information marketing. In other 
words, we're going to center our attention on the 'digital' or 'down-loadable' types of 
products.  
 
The reason is that information businesses are the easiest type of business for 'newbies' 
to get involved in. Affiliate-based information marketing, in particular, is the ideal choice 
for a first time Internet business owner. 
 
Let's look more closely now at some of the different models of Internet businesses, so 
you can understand why information marketing, especially affiliate marketing, is best.  
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The Different Models Of An Internet Business 
 
There are more than a few different models for Internet businesses. However, there are 
only two core models in the transaction of business itself. These two models are: 
 

• Direct proprietor 
• Third-party 'proprietor' 

 
The direct proprietor is best described as the product owner. In other words, if you're 
selling your own product, as opposed to someone else's, you're a direct proprietor.  
 
On the other hand, if you're selling someone else's product as an “affiliate”, you're a 
third-party. In other words, you're in the business of making sales by referral.  
 
The reason I point out the different between these two models is to show you that there 
is more than one way of making sales (and earning income) on line. 
 
If you don't want (or aren't ready) to begin selling your own products, that's no problem. 
You can make sales for someone else, and earn income from the commissions 
generated by those sales. 
 
Now, the other thing to know is that information-based Internet businesses are content-
driven. This applies both to their marketing practices and to the products themselves.  
 
Content-driven products include such things as:  
 

✔ E-books 
✔ Software 
✔ Multi-media (eg, audio and video) 
✔ Graphics 
✔ Games 
✔ Information services (e.g., member's only site that lists wholesale sources) 
✔ Production services (e.g., creating content, websites, products for others) 

 
Each of these types of products can be delivered entirely on line and, as you can see, 
they all deal in some fashion with information or content.  
 
As for the models employed in marketing these products, the three models we're 
concerned with in this system are as follows:  
 

✔ Affiliate Marketing 
✔ Information Marketing 
✔ Email Marketing 
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You'll learn that these 3 models overlap in many ways.  
 
However, they are also separated by which role you're taking in the transaction – direct 
versus third-party – and by the methods you employ content and information in order to 
generate sales.  
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Autopilot Internet Income™: A Combination 
of 3 Proven Internet Business Models: 

Affiliate Marketing, Information Marketing 
And Email Marketing! 

 
Let's take a look now at 3 proven business models: affiliate marketing, information 
marketing and email marketing.  
 
Each of these models is closely related. The main difference between each really 
comes down to whether you're marketing your own product or someone else's.  
 
Each one, however, is a form of information-based marketing, and relies heavily on 
content (sales, articles, reports, and other types of pre-sell material) to generate sales.  
 
This is distinct from sites selling physical products, where more emphasis is placed on 
things like shopping carts, product images and a focus on features rather than benefits.  
 

What Is Affiliate Marketing? 
 
Affiliate marketing is based on the idea of revenue sharing. The affiliate marketer links 
(via an affiliate link) to the merchant whose program he is affiliated with, and earns a 
commission whenever the traffic sent through his link generates a sale.  
 
Let's simplify that definition with an example... 
 
ABC Company sells e-books through its own website. A customer to visits the site via a 
regular search engine link, and decides to buy an e-book priced at $47.  
 
In this case, ABC Company puts the whole $47 in its pocket by being the direct 
proprietor in the transaction.  
 
Now, let's say that ABC Company also has an affiliate program, and the program pays 
affiliate a commission of 50% on every sale.  
 
You decide to join the program and start promoting ABC Co's e-books via your own 
website.  
 
This time your visitors will go through your affiliate link to ABC's site. When that visitor 
buys the $47 e-book, YOU will pocket $23.50 and ABC keeps the other $23.50.  
 
In effect, you've both just earned money through a revenue sharing model.  
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When it comes down to it, affiliate marketing is really about being a good salesman. 
You're an intermediary between the customer and the merchant. Often, you'll find it 
necessary to do a better job at selling than the merchant you're affiliate with.  
 
For example, your merchant might have a great product, but a very bad sales page.  
 
As an affiliate, you step in-between and work on pre-selling your prospects on the 
product, so that they're already prepared to buy – and they mostly ignore that lackluster 
sales page.  
 
Ultimately, your affiliate business is based upon marketing the information and solutions 
sought after by your market.  
 
The focus of the Autopilot Internet Income™ System will be on getting you started 
as an affiliate marketer.  
 

There's no better or easier way to learn and start off with Internet 
marketing than as an affiliate. 

 
The burden of product creation and customer service is off your shoulders, and you can 
focus solely on mastering the necessary skills of traffic generation and creating powerful 
offers.  
 

What Is Information Marketing? 
 
Recall our revenue sharing example from our discussion of affiliate marketing. As an 
information marketer, you now assume ABC Company's position.  
 
In other words, you become the merchant with products to sell, and you're also able to 
run your own affiliate program.  
 
Information marketers create and sell information products. These are generally “how 
to” products and include things like e-books, software, e-mail courses, and so on.  
 
Again, your main focus is on delivering information and solutions to your market, just as 
you would as an affiliate marketer.  The difference, though, is that you shoulder a little 
more cost and responsibility.  
 

What Is Email Marketing? 
 
Email marketing takes place under both the affiliate and information marketing 
models.  
 
What makes email marketing unique is the focus on email as the primary means of 
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interaction with potential and existing customers.  
 
Affiliate marketers and information marketers both rely on email to make sales. The 
basic process works like this:  
 

1. Affiliate or Info marketer drives traffic to landing page 
 
2. Visitor opts-in to YOUR email list 

 
3. Affiliate/info marketer follows up with that lead by sending presale material 

designed to convert that lead into a customer 
 
In other words, you're building a customer database for your business.  
 
Your list of leads and existing customers is the foundation for your profits.  
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The 5 Core Components Of The Autopilot 
Internet Income™ System: Market + Offer + 

Traffic + Backend +Duplication 
 
It’s finally time to dive into the 5 core components of the Autopilot Internet Income™ 
System. Each component represents a major step in the process of setting up and 
launching your Internet business.  
 
There's a lot of information to cover…In order to help you grasp the big picture before 
you dive in, I've created a diagram which shows all of the core components and their 
underlying steps.  
 
Autopilot Internet Income™ System Diagram: The 5 Core Components 
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Core Component #1 - A Hungry Market 
 

Step #1: Find A Profitable, In-Demand And Rabid 
Market First 

 
All businesses must begin on a firm foundation – a 'cornerstone', if you will. That 
foundation is the market that your business is targeted to serve.  
 
Finding a profitable and in-demand market is THE most important step you'll take. So, it 
is imperative that you get it right from the beginning.  
 
While it’s true that some businesses fail even in 'hot' markets, it’s because those 
businesses are doing something wrong in their marketing.  
 
Likewise, if you don't target a strong market from the beginning, you could do everything 
else right and still fail because the demand just isn't there. 
 
That said; let's talk about how to correctly target an in-demand market, so you'll be 
primed for success from the very start.  
 

Ewen Chia’s Proprietary A.P.O Market Selection Formula: 
 
Proper market research and targeting rests on what’s known as the APO Market 
Selection Formula. The 'APO' acronym stands for: affinity, profitability and 
opportunity.  
 
Market Affinity: 
 
When you begin brainstorming for a target market, think about those things you have an 
interest in. What do you like? What do you love?  What are your hobbies and interests? 
 
Affinity marketing is about doing what you love.  
 
You've heard the old adage that goes, “Do what you love, and the money will follow.”  
Nowhere is this more relevant than in business.  
 
Now, that said, there are many marketers out there who disagree with this idea, and will 
argue vehemently against choosing your market based on your own interests.  
 
They do have some valid points. For example, you might have very narrow or 
specialized interests in an area where there's not much of marketplace to speak of.  
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Alternatively, you might love something so much that you'll have a hard time making 
objective business decisions.  
 
It’s important to keep these points in consideration. You need a profitable market.  
 
But what I'm urging you to do is strike a balance between profit and desire. 
 
Even a profitable market may prove difficult for you to break into if you've no interest it, 
or choose it based purely on profit potential alone.  
 
The absolute best place to be is to have a business in area that's both profitable and 
enjoyable. That said; let's discuss the other side of affinity marketing.  
 
What you need to look for is a niche market. You must target your products and 
services towards a well-defined group of consumers. In other words, the market you're 
going after is clear and can be named.  
 
Here's a random list of potential niche market to give you a better idea::  
 

• Car buyers 
• First-time home owners 
• Exercise fanatics 
• Model train builders 
• Golfers 
• Newlyweds 
• Computer programmers 
• New moms 
• Restaurant owners 
• Guitar players 
• Investors 
• Graphic designers... 

 
And so on...Notice how each potential market I listed is a subset of people who may 
have specific product needs based on their career, hobbies, circumstances, etc. Every 
successful business is built upon a targeted niche.  
 
Market Profitability: 
 
Market profitability is based on two factors:  
 

1. The market has plenty of disposable income 
 

2. The market is known to buy or spend this income 
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So, the first thing you're looking at is the overall financial health of the market. In some 
cases, this information will be easy to just “guess”.  
 
Take “doctors” as an example. It’s common knowledge that physicians tend to have a 
good deal of disposable income.  
 
On the other hand, let's say that you're looking at “graphic designers”. How much 
money do they make, on average?  How much of that income is 'disposable'?  
 
First, you'd need to develop a picture of the income range for graphic designers.  What's 
the average lowest pay scale, and what is the highest?   
 
Does it depend on the type of company they work for?  Whether or not they're self-
employed?  You could expect, for example, that a designer working for a major motion 
picture studio to earn more than one working for mid-sized news magazine.  
 
Ultimately, though, the best way to determine the numbers is to get hard data from 
salary survey sites, such as:  
 
http://www.salary.com 
http://www.salaryexpert.com  
http://www.census.gov 
 
These services will allow you to drill down into specifics. You can find salary information 
not just for given job titles, but also based on geographic location, age range, marital 
status, etc.  
 
As to whether the income is disposable, its a little bit of a numbers game. You can get a 
fairly accurate reading on disposable income by the following formula:  
 

1. Determine the median household income for your region (In the United States, 
this around $45,000-$50,000) 
 

2. Subtract average Cost of Living from median income 
 

3. Compare the difference between averages, remaining disposable income across 
the population to the median income of your target market.  

 
Let's work through this with a quick example. Let's say that the median household 
income for the United States works out to around $45,000, and let's put the cost of living 
at $40,000.  
 
This would leave $5,000 in disposable income for the average person or family.  
 
 

http://www.salary.com
http://www.salaryexpert.com
http://www.census.gov
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Now, look at your target market. Let's say your market's median income is $60,000 per 
year. Compared to the cost of living, this would leave an individual target with $15, 000 
per year of disposable income. 
 
Keep in mind, these are very rough numbers, and I'm just pulling them off the top of my 
head. In your research, the numbers will probably be a little bit smaller.  
 
One thing you must take into consideration is whether your target market is 
populated more by families with children, or by singles and families without children. 
 
A single adult making $60, 000 per year is going to have far more disposable income 
than one who has 2 or 3 children to support. 
 
To simplify this with a general, some of the main things you want to look for are:  
 

✔ Markets where median income significantly exceeds the cost of living 
 

✔ Markets populated by younger professionals, especially singles 
 

✔ Markets populated by older, retirees – 'aging baby boomers', who have lots of 
disposable income now that their children have left the nest. 

 
Once you've found a 'wealthy' market, your next step is to determine whether (and how 
much) this market likes to spend.  
 
The surest and easiest way of researching this is to examine the advertising that's 
already targeted to that market.  Look to television, radio, newspaper and, most 
importantly, market related magazines.  
 
Make a trip to your local bookstore and/or library and find the specialty magazines that 
your market reads. Try to gather up several month's worth of issues, if possible.  
 
Search for advertisements throughout these publications. You'll usually find the bulk of 
them in the back of the magazine.  
 
What types of products are being advertised?  How much do they cost?  
 
Most of all, how many of the same advertisements are repeated month-to-month?   Any 
advertisements you see being run again and again in that publication indicate that the 
advertiser is making money.  
 
Study these advertisements and the products they promote. You can glean a lot about 
your market. You can start classifying the types of products your market is spending 
money on. This will help you later on when you begin looking for your own products to 
promote to that market. 
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Market Opportunity: 
 
Market opportunity has to do, in a sense, with breadth. In other words, how many 
opportunities are there for you to capitalize on the market?  
 
This is in large part influenced by “competition” or other players in the market.  
 
You want your market to have some established businesses already there serving it. 
Why?   
 
Because these businesses may give you a leg up with opportunities for partnerships 
and joint ventures. They're also going to be big sources of additional traffic to your 
website. 
 
Market opportunity is also about the breadth of product offerings. In other words, how 
much room in the market is there for selling a variety of products?  Are you limited to 
selling just one genre of product, or is there an opportunity to roll out new formats and 
capitalize on new trends?  
 
For example, some markets get flooded with e-books, and not much else. But, you want 
to be able to go a step beyond that. You want to be able to offer audio/video products, 
software and even home-study courses.  
 
Think of it like selling video cameras, for example. You'd do alright just selling cameras; 
but, you'd really rake in more money when you can offer tripods, cases, tapes, lenses 
and the like.  
 
Returning to an earlier point, the same can be said for partnership opportunities with 
other businesses.  
 
You can sell affiliate products, and you can sell your own products – but at some point 
you need to take your business to the next level in ways you can't do just on your own.  
 
That's where things like partnerships and joint ventures enter the picture. You can start 
creating products jointly with your business partners. You can share resources in such a 
way as to double your returns.  
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Step #2: Compile List Of Long-Tail Key Phrases To 
Target Market 

 
So, you've uncovered a hot market. Your next step is to investigate just how that market 
conducts its searches online. What is your market looking for?  Are people doing pre-
purchase research?  Are they actively seeking products online?  
 
This is where key phrases come in (especially long-tail key phrases, we'll get to those 
in a moment).  
 

What are key phrases? 
 
Key phrases are the search terms your market types into the search engines (such as 
Google). Just think of the things that you search on each day.  
 
Maybe you decide you want to bake cookies for a bake sale, and you need some 
recipes. You probably type in something like “cookie recipes”, right?  
 
It’s the same thing with your market. Whatever product, service or bit of information 
they're looking for, they use key phrases to find it.  
 
Key phrases are important because they are one of THE main tools you have for 
identifying potential markets, and identifying what it is those markets want to buy.  
 
Key phrases will also be a part of your advertising toolbox, as you'll use them to target 
your pay-per-click advertising campaigns at places like Google Adwords, Yahoo! 
Search Marketing and the like.  
 
Now, the majority of key phrases entered in by web searchers are usually no more than 
2 words long.  
 
These short key phrases give you a general idea of what's going on, but they leave a lot 
to be desired when you want to laser-target your market.  
 
In order to get a stronger grasp on your market, you need to look to what's called long-
tail key phrases. 
 

What are (long-tail) key phrases? 
  
Long-tail key phrases are those which are made up of three or more terms.  Some 
examples might be: “buy anti-virus software” or “left-handed golf clubs cheap”.   
 
As you can see, the more specific the search, the more targeted the interest.  
 

http://www.google.com/adwords
http://searchmarketing.yahoo.com
http://searchmarketing.yahoo.com
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It’s just this type of 'self-targeting' search your market performs that you're looking for.  
 
Now, in order to find these long-tail key phrases, you a keyword research tool.   
 
There free tools available online, as well as professional software you can buy to gather 
up key phrase data plus other data, such as how many other advertisers are competing 
with you for those key phrases.  
 
Your best bet for research via a free tool is to use Google Adword's Keyword Tool:  
 
https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal 
 
Let's do a sample search for some long-tail key phrases, so you can see how it works. 
For this example, we'll use “baby clothes” as our search phrase.   
 
Here are some of the long-tail key phrases Google came up with:  
 

• baby girl clothes 
• baby boy clothes 
• designer baby clothes 
• discount baby clothes 
• organic cotton baby clothes 
• patterns for baby clothes 
• baby clothes accessories 

 
Notice that we even had some 4 word key phrases show up! “Organic cotton baby 
clothes” is a very targeted search.  
 
If you can find long-tails phrases of even 5 and 6 words, that's even better. They won't 
be as high-traffic as the shorter phrases but, because they're so highly targeted, you're 
going to get a lot more sales on them.  
 
Now, what else can you do with this data?  
 
You can get closer to choosing a targeted product.  You can see already from this 
example that people are searching for a wide variety of baby clothes. 
 
But let's look at the “sub-markets” showing up here. What's the marketing looking for 
specifically when it comes to baby clothes?  
 
They're looking for: 
 

✔ Affordability (cheap, discount, wholesale, etc.) 
✔ Safety or Environmentally friendly (cotton, organic) 
✔ Unique styles  (monogrammed, personalized, make your own, patterns) 

https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal
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✔ Fashion (designer, designer's name) 
✔ Seasonal (summer, winter, fall, spring) 

 
...And lots more. You can use this information to drill down into sub-niches within your 
market.  
 
When you're doing your research, get a large of a list of phrases as you can. Try to 
organize them by theme or related terms.  
 
This will allow you to get a clear overview of the type and number of products your 
marketing is looking for.  
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Step #3: Find A Profitable Affiliate Product Within 
Your Market 

 
Once you've narrowed down a market, you need to find a product for that market.  
 
Since the Autopilot Internet Income™ System has you begin business as an affiliate, 
you'll be looking for an affiliate program and product targeted for your market.  
 
In fact, what I want you to find is a MEGA affiliate product. By this I mean a product 
that offers huge potential profits to you.  
 
Some of the things to look for in a mega affiliate product are:  
 

✔ Higher ticket price 
✔ High commission percentage (eg 50% and above) 
✔ Proven conversion rate (product selling well for existing affiliates) 
✔ Type of product that is in-demand year-round 
✔ Solid support provided to affiliates in the affiliate program 

 
One of the best places to start looking is in the ClickBank marketplace. The ClickBank 
marketplace is a directory that lists all of the products being sold (by businesses) 
through ClickBank.  
 
The marketplace is also organized by category, which makes your search a bit easier.  
 
For example, take a look at the top-selling products in the “Business to Business” 
category:  
 
ClickBank - Business to Business 
 
The products are listed in order of sales volume, so the ones at the top are the hottest 
sellers. The product in first position (as of this writing) offers a 75% commission on the 
product price of $97. So, your actual profit is $72.75 per sale.  
 
Here's another thing to look for: just below the product link, you should see heading that 
says “gravity”.  
 
Gravity represents how well the product is converting for affiliates.  
 
The higher the gravity, the better. The $97 product in question that I'm looking at right 
now has a gravity of 781. This is excellent. It also makes this product a good candidate 
for a mega-affiliate product.  
 
 

http://www.autopilotprofits.com/cb.htm
http://www.autopilotprofits.com/cb.htm
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Step #4: Study The Affiliate Product And Sales Copy 
 
When you locate a mega-affiliate product, you must take the time to sit down and really 
study it. I recommend, if you can afford it, that you actually buy the product.   
 
You really need to know your product inside and out in order to sell it effectively.  
 
Also, take time to study the sales copy on the merchant's page. Notice some of the 
elements there that made you want to buy the product?  
 
What you should be aiming for in this step is to turn yourself into the #1 expert on that 
product. Study it until you know it inside and out. You should also be looking for 
indicators of how well this product will convert for you. Is it suitable as an affiliate 
product for you?  
 
You'll already have some idea of how good the affiliate program is (if you're pulling the 
product from ClickBank) by checking the gravity, product price and commission rate.  
 
For products where you don't have access to gravity numbers, though, you'll need to 
study the sales page to get a feel for how well the product is likely to convert.  
 
Some of the things to look for:  
 

✔ Compelling copy – Are you pulled into the letter with interest and able to read it 
all the way through? Even better: Do YOU feel convinced of the products value 
even before you finish reading?   
 

✔ Clear benefits:  Does the sales letter do a good job of highlighting the product's 
benefits? Do you understand clearly what you'd gain by owning the product? 
 

✔ Powerful Offer:  Is there a powerful offer and call to action in the sales letter? 
Has the merchant made an offer that's irresistible?  
 

✔ Easy to Buy: Has the merchant made the product easy to buy, with well-placed 
Order Buttons and the use of a reliable payment processor?  

 
Each of the above factors is very important to a product's conversion rate. Make sure 
they're all in place before you dive in. If you find anything lacking – say the merchant 
has done a good job laying out the benefits – you'll need to factor this in as a trouble 
point to address in your own promotional materials.  
 
In other words, you'll need to lay out those benefits to your prospects, so that they have 
a clearer idea of the value of the product when they do finally visit the sales page 
themselves.  
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Step #5: Write Down Interesting Points And Benefits 
 
As you review the product and its sales page, write down what stands out to you.  What 
makes the product unique? What are the most compelling benefits this product has to 
offer?  
 
This step is very important because you're going to use what you've written down 
later on to help you craft the affiliate emails you'll send to your opt-in list.  
 
Also, you'll notice that there are some benefits or points to a product that aren't 
mentioned in the sales letter.  
 
That's because the sales letter was written from just one person's perception of the 
product.  
 
You, on the other hand, might notice or value an entirely different aspect of the product. 
In doing so, you pull out some of the other benefits your market might be looking for, 
and this allows you to 'speak' to their needs even more effectively.  
 
Here's an example to clarify...  
 
Let's say you've decided to promote an e-book that shows people how to cure their 
acne in just days.  
 
You've read through the sales letter and written down some of the points the author 
brings up, as well the claims he's making, such as:  
 

✔ Skin problems can be cleared up without pills or creams 
✔ You can eliminate most acne in a matter of days 
✔ Most people believe that junk food contributes to skin problems, but this is not 

true… 
 
You've also written down the benefits stated on the sales letter: 
 

✔ Gain confidence from knowing your skin looks great 
✔ Easy cure, doesn't take a lot of work or expense 
✔ Eliminate acne permanently 
✔ Experience a 'new you' in as little as 3 days 

 
So, what you have at this point is everything that the merchant felt was important to 
emphasize.  
 
Next, you read through the product – maybe you even try it out yourself – and you come 
up with a list of point and benefit the merchant left out, like:  
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✔ Cure is based on a little-known scientific discovery 
✔ Does more than clear up acne – also improves overall skin tone and texture 
✔ You'll never buy into any other cure again – no need to waste money on 

prescriptions or over the counter products. 
✔ Cure works for all age groups, even teenagers 
✔ Also includes treatment for old acne scars 

 
Now, you see, you have even more material to work with – and you've come up 
additional selling points that could make a real difference to your conversion rate.  
 
After all, if you're impressed by the fact that the cure is based on a 'secret' scientific 
discovery, or that it can heal stubborn scars… 
 
Chances are many of your potential customers will be too.  
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Core Component #2 – A Powerful Offer 
 
In order to capture leads, and convert those leads into customers, you need to have an 
offer to the market - presented from your own website. 
 
Your website is the platform from which you present your offer.  
 
It doesn't matter whether you're selling your own product, or selling a product as an 
affiliate, your website is the first link in the chain of your sales system.  
 
You see, your website is basically like your 'store front'.  When you start advertising and 
generating traffic, you'll be directing that traffic to your website so that you get your offer 
in front of people by either:  
 

✔ Presenting them with the sales page for your product, or 
 

✔ Presenting them with a page that encourages them to opt-in to your email list, 
where you'll present your offer via email follow ups (affiliate tactic)  

 
This is a multi-step process. It rests on the quality and value of your content, and on the 
power of your copy writing.  
 
Let's look at two sample websites: one that shows how to present your offer as a 
product owner, and the other showing how to present your offer as an affiliate. 

 
Screenshot #1: Information Product Owner Offer 

www.SecretAffiliateWeapon.com  
 

 

http://www.SecretAffiliateWeapon.com
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Screenshot #2 – Affiliate Marketer Offer 
www.LoseFats.com  

 

 
See the difference?  Both sites present an offer to the prospect.  
 
However, where a product owner's sales page presents the full offer right up front, an 
affiliate offer is a 'mini offer' or 'teaser' for information about a product.  
 
The prospect has to opt-in to YOUR LIST get the full details. 
 
 

http://www.LoseFats.com
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Since you'll be starting out as an affiliate marketer, we need to look at the steps you'll 
take to create your complete offer.  
 
In other words, what else do you need to do in addition to creating a 'landing page', like 
the one in the screen shot above? 
 
As you can see, you'll be getting traffic to opt-in to your list by filling out the subscription 
box. This means you'll be delivering more offer details to them via email.  
 
In order to do that, you must first create your affiliate email 'follow up series'.  Let's look 
at how to do that now. 
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Step #1: Create 5 Affiliate Follow-Up Emails In Your 
Autoresponder Based On Sales Copy Benefits 

 
Remember the information you collected during phase one, when you studied your 
product and its sales letter?    
 
Its time to pull that information out, because you're going to use it to create a series of 5 
affiliate emails you'll send to your opt-in list.  
 
The purpose of these emails will be to educate and pre-sell your prospects on the 
affiliate product.  
 
Basically, you're going to tell them everything you want them to know before they ever 
read the merchant's sales letter. 
 
First, I should point out that '5' is not any kind of magic number.  
 
You may find that you need to send out more mailings. It can take 7-12 exposures to an 
offer before the majority of prospects will decide to buy.  
 
There are really NO fixed rules when it comes to marketing. Marketing 

is about testing and your creativity. 
 
5 is a good starting point, though, because it’s an easy amount of content to create for 
your first attempt, and you can always add more if you need to. Just experiment and 
make adjustments based on the response you get from your list.  
 
In order to simplify the concept of affiliate emails for you, I'm going to run you through 
some hypothetical examples.   
 
We'll use my Secret Affiliate Weapon product for our example here… 
 
Your first message will always be your welcome message.  
 
This is where you thank the subscriber for joining your list, and provide them links to any 
of the “list bait” bonus material (eg, free e-book download) you promised them.  
 
This can also be the point where you introduce the product to them.  
 
I usually recommend combining all of this into the welcome email, but you can space 
things out further if you want.  
 
Here's the sample mailing… 
 

http://www.secretaffiliateweapon.com
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Sample Email Message #1 (Welcome Email): 
 
Message Subject:  Firstname, Your Bonuses Are Ready.. 
 
Hi Firstname,  
 
Thanks for subscribing and welcome to the “Super Affiliate Tips” list!   As 
promised, your link to download the sign-up bonuses is here: 
 
http://www.yoursite.com/free/bonuses.html  
 
Go ahead and download that report right away… 
 
You'll find its packed with tons of useful tips and tricks. Once you're done, 
come back here and read on because I've got some exciting information 
for you.  
 
Firstname, how confident are you when it comes to affiliate marketing?   
 
Have you tried your hand at promoting some affiliate programs yet, or are 
you still trying to learn what the whole thing is all about? 
 
If you feel confused about this affiliate business, don't worry – you're not 
alone! 
 
In fact, I was in the same position as you just a few months ago. The idea 
of earning money by selling other people's products captured my 
imagination in a big way.  
 
The only problem was I had ZERO experience with running any business 
on the Internet, and I had no clue where to learn how.  
 
Well, one day, my luck took a turn for the better. I was searching Google 
for affiliate marketing help, and I came across a hidden goldmine.  
 
I found a special, 'member's only' affiliate training site run by a guy who 
has made his own personal fortune from affiliate marketing.  
 
At first, I thought it was too good to be true. I mean, WHY would someone 
this successful give away all his secrets?  Why not just sit back and keep 
raking in the profits for himself?  
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To be honest, I still don't know why he's offering this information, but I 
sure am glad I took him up on the chance to learn from an expert..... 
 
....because I've gone from making no sales to making over FORTY sales 
just in the 2 months since I began my training! 
 
I'm serious. This is the real deal. Just take a look at this screen-shot of my 
earnings with Clickbank for the month:  
 
http://www.yoursite.com/earnings.html  
 
Firstname, you can do this, too… 
 
All you need is the right tools, information and training! 
 
Things like: 
 
*How to uncover super-profitable niche markets… 
 
*How to turn around exploit those niches for maximum profits by selling   
  them irresistible products that you don't even own… 
 
*How to drive massive targeted traffic to your affiliate offers 
 
*How to persuade your visitors to the point they'll be BEGGING to buy  
  from you..... 
 
* And a lot more at... 
 
http://www.yoursawaffiliatelink.com 
 
Go ahead and check out that link, firstname, and keep an eye out for my 
next email… 
 
I'm going to give you a sneak peek at some of the affiliate tricks I'm 
learning from the program! 
 
To Your Success,  
Your Name 
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Sample Email Message # 2 (Follow-Up Email): 
 
Subject Firstname: What Top Affiliates Know, That You Don't... 
 
Hi Firstname,  
 
If you've been struggling to make real money from affiliate programs, I 
have an idea about what you're probably doing wrong... 
 
Its something I just learned about through Ewen Chia's Secret Affiliate 
Weapon. Ewen covers a lot of information about the common mistakes 
made by new affiliates, and this one really stood out to me. 
 
Ready to know what it is?  
 
You're Not Being CHOOSY enough about which affiliate programs 
you promote! 
 
The fact is that not all affiliate programs are created equal. Even if a 
product looks really good to you, it may not be the product that's going  
to make you the most money.  
 
The reasons for this are many. Firstname, before you promote ANY 
affiliate program, you need to do your due diligence and investigate the 
following: 
 
*How well is this product converting for affiliates?  
 
*Is the commission payout high enough to justify your advertising costs?  
 
*How well does the merchant take care of affiliates? Do you get ready- 
 made sales materials you can use in your promotions?  
 
All of these factors can affect your sales and, ultimately, how much money 
you make. Top affiliates always research any potential affiliate programs 
before they jump in.  
 
This is just the tip of the iceberg, here are more tips you can learn from: 
 
http://www.yoursawaffiliatelink.com 
 
To Your Success,  
Your Name 
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Simply continue this process throughout your follow ups.   
 
You could really keep this going indefinitely if you wanted to, sending different tutorials 
and tips with each mailing for the life of that subscriber. 
 
Or, you could also structure you mailings to have a definite “beginning and ending” as 
far as how long you want to push that particular offer to that subscriber.  
 
For example, let's say you have people sign up for a 5 day e-course.  The first 4 
messages could consist of pure content, and no sales pitch, aside from placement of 
your affiliate link in your email signature. 
 
Then, on the 5th and final mailing, you present your offer with full force.  
 
Most list owners using this technique will do the following:  
 

1. Move all subscribers who purchase on that offer to a new opt-in list of “existing 
customers”. 
 

2. Wait a week or two and begin a new follow up series with subscribers on the 'old' 
list who didn't purchase during the first phase of follow ups.  

 
So, what happens is you give your list a 'break' between offers. No more than one to 
two weeks. Then, you resume your follow ups with a different set of material aimed at 
further educating and persuading those leads who've yet to take action.  
 
Inevitably, you may to do some “list cleaning” or change up your product offerings a bit. 
In order to do this, you'll want an autoresponder solution that gives you the option of 
sending mail to only select portions of your list.  
 
Likewise, you can also simply choose to stop the follow ups at a certain point (e.g., 
sending out a maximum of 20 follow ups in regards to a particular affiliate product).  
 
This doesn't have to be the end of all your communication with those subscribers, 
however. If you're running a monthly newsletter, this will give you ample opportunity to 
keep in touch, as well as introduce new products.  
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Step #2: Create Focused Articles Around Your  
Long-Tail Key Phrases 

 
It’s time to pull out your list of long-tail key phrases you collected earlier! 
 
Your job now is to write tightly-focused articles around the top key phrases that you 
want to target. 
 
Let's use the key phrases” “learn photoshop”, “photoshop tutorial” and “create 
photoshop” as central starting points in this example.   
 
Let's say you come up with a list like this:  
 

✔ learn photoshop techniques 
✔ learn photoshop online 
✔ learn photoshop tutorial 
✔ learn photoshop layers 
✔ online photoshop tutorial 
✔ create photoshop transparency 

 
Note that you'll need to re-arrange the order of some of the words. Keyword research 
tools don't always show search terms in the exact order in which they were typed in.  
 
For example, if you're writing an article around “photoshop create transparency”, you'll 
want to rearrange your key phrase to something like “create a transparency in Photo 
Shop.” 
 
In fact, let's go over some of the rearranging you'll need to do for each key phrase in 
order to create your article titles.  
 
As you'll see, each key phrase suggests the focus for your article. Coming up with your 
titles, first, will help you get clear on the rest of your article content. 
 
Possible article titles from the long-tail key phrases: 
 

• 'Learn These Top 5 Photoshop Techniques in 10 Minutes!” 
• 'The Best Way to Learn Photoshop Online” 
• 'Learn Photoshop the Easy Way: A Tutorial” 
• 'Learn How to Use Layers in Photoshop” 
• 'Online Photoshop Tutorials for Beginners” 

 
Notice that in some of the titles I've placed additional words between the key phrases.  
Overall, this is fine, but you should definitely shoot for having the exact key phrase (in 
order) in the title when you can.  
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Now, your next step will be writing the actual articles, and using your target key 
phrase in the article enough times to create an optimized level of “keyword 
density”.  
 
Why is this important? Keyword density represents the number of times a key phrase 
appears in the text relative to all other words.  
 
It’s a percentage of the total text. The search engines, like Google, look at keyword 
density to determine how relevant an article (or web page) is for a given key phrase – 
and this affects how well your article will rank in the search engine listings for that key 
phrase.  
 
Is there a “magic number” for key phrase density?  
 
Roughly, the percentage you should shoot for is between 1%-5% for the main key 
phrase. I suggest shooting for 3%-5%.  
 
For example, a 5% density for a 1,000 word article would see your key phrase appear 
50 times.  
 
This isn't an exact science, however. It’s important that your article reads naturally, and 
you aren't sacrificing the quality of the article for the sake of getting your key phrase in 
there an exact number of times.  
 
Remember that you can still optimize the article by using additional, close match key 
phrases. For example, let's say that your main key phrase is “create transparency in 
photoshop.”  You can balance things out by using related phrases like: “creating a 
transparency”, “photoshop transparencies”, and so on. 
  
When you incorporate these related key phrases into the article, they should have a 
density of around 1%-3%.   
 
So, to summarize: 
 

➔ Main key phrase = 4%-5% density 
➔ Secondary phrases = 1%-3% 

 
Also, I should mention that you'll also want to adjust density ranges based on the 
length of your article.   
 
Why?  
 
Well, let's say that you write a really short article of around 500 words. In that case, a 
max 5% density would have your key phrase appear 25 times. 
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That might sound ok sight unseen, but try this: If you've got a word processor with a 
'word count' tool, write a paragraph of text, and then cut and paste it until you've 
reached 500 words. 
 
It’s not very long, right? No more than nine to ten paragraphs. Now, imagine trying to 
get your key phrase in there 25 times. You'd have to use it in just about every other 
sentence! 
 
It’s too repetitive and might even look like “keyword stuffing” to the search engines 
(they'll penalize you for that).  
 
This is why you want to adjust your keyword density relative to word count. A 500 word 
article would do better with a keyword density around 2%-3% on the main key phrase.  
 
The same applies in the 'opposite' direction, as well. What if you happen to write an 
article of 2,000 words or more?  In that case, a 5% density might not be enough. You 
might shoot for something closer to 6%-7% 
 
It’s somewhat of an art form, but you'll get the hang of it. 
 
By the way, you don't have to count all of your key phrases yourself. That tedious task 
has been solved for you by a multitude of free, online tools: 
 
http://www.keyworddensity.com  
 
This site will analyze keyword density for articles already published to a web page. 
Simply enter your URL.  
 
http://www.live-keyword-analysis.com 
 
Need more of a 'desktop' solution?  This tool allows you to cut and paste your article 
text directly from your text editor. Just paste in your article and then type in the key 
phrases you want analyzed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.keyworddensity.com
http://www.live-keyword-analysis.com
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Step #3: Compile Your Articles Into A Free Report For 
Later Use 

 
This step is simple. You're just going to package up your articles into a free report. 
You'll also be submitting your articles to article directories, but that step is further down 
the line.  
 
For now, you just need to get your articles into a nicely formatted PDF document/report, 
complete with its own report title and links to your affiliate site.  
 
First, you need to choose a title for your report. Based on the example we went through 
with Photo Shop articles, you could put those together into a report called: “Quick Photo 
Shop Tips for Free!” or something along those lines.  
 
Next, open up your word processor to create a new document.  Cut and paste all 
articles into the new document. 
 
Then, make sure you have a totally blank page at the beginning of the document. You're 
going to use that page for your report title, credits and links. 
 
Some of the information you'll want to include there is:  
 

• Your name 
• Your website address or affiliate link 
• Link to your landing/opt-in page 

 
Try playing around with different font sizes and colors.  
 
It’s usually good to have your report title in a large (around 16 pts) font, and maybe 
even in a different color from the rest of the document. 
 
But you can also make the report more “formal” looking if you want - eg. - smaller font 
for the title and using a font style such as “Courier” or “Courier New”.  The Courier font 
gives your document a military-style, “top secret” look.  
 
After your title page is set up, you might want to write a brief introduction for the report, 
or just include a simple table of contents.  
 
When you've got everything set up, go through and make sure each of your article titles 
is in bold, so the document is easier to read.  
 
Your last step will be to convert the entire document into a PDF file. There are a number 
of free PDF converters on the web, but not all of them are able to process hyperlinks.  
The links will display, but they won't be “clickable”.  
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For that reason, I recommend you use a converter that can deal with the URL tags.   
 
The absolute easiest thing to use is Adobe's Online PDF Creator: 
http://createpdf.adobe.com  
 
Your first 5 PDFs are free when you sign up for their trial. After that, the service is only 
$9.99/mo. If you prefer a desktop solution (and just paying a one time fee for your own 
software), try out Click to Convert: http://www.clicktoconvert.com     
 
Once you've converted your document to PDF, just save it to your project folder for now. 
You'll be using it in a later step.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://createpdf.adobe.com
http://www.clicktoconvert.com
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Step #4: Set Up Your Autoresponder And Add In 
Follow-Up Emails 

 
Setting up your autoresponder should be simple and straightforward, especially if you 
are using a service like Monster Response™ (click here for a special discount!) 
  
You will need to log-in and first create your new mailing list. The service will ask you to 
name the list (this name won't be shown to subscribers), and then set a 'from'/'reply to' 
address. 
 
The 'from' address is the address that you want your message to appear to originate 
from. It will also be the address to which subscribers can reply to you.  
 
For example:  info@yourbusiness.com  
 
Once the technical details of your list get set up, you'll be able to start creating your 
messages.  
 
The way this works is pretty simple:  
 

➔ Create one message a time.  
➔ Set each newly created message to be sent  

based on your 'follow up schedule' 
 
In other words, you can set each message to go out every x number of days. 
 
For example, your “welcome message” can be set to a value of “0”, which means that 
message will be sent by your autoresponder the moment a subscriber completes the 
opt-in process.  
 
Likewise, if you want your next message to go out the day after your welcome message, 
you'd give it a value of “1”.   .  
 
Message intervals are calculated based on the number of days from a previous 
message. 
 
So let's say you want to run a consecutive, 10-day follow up campaign. Your scheduling 
values would look like this:  
 
Welcome Message: 0 
Second follow up: 2 
Third follow up: 2 
Fourth follow up: 2 
Fifth follow up: 3 

http://www.monsterresponse.com/special.htm
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That set up would send a message to your subscriber every day, for 5 days, from the 
date of sign up.  
 
Personalization Options 
 
With most autoresponders, you also have personalization options. For instance, you 
can automatically insert the subscriber's name into the message subject line, as well as 
the message body itself.  
 
This information is collected when the subscriber fills out your opt-in form.  
 
So, for example, you can begin each message with:  
 
Hi Firstname,  
 
And your autoresponder will automatically fill in the field to read “Hi, Joe”, or whatever 
the subscriber entered at the time of sign up.  
 
Final Step Create Your Opt-in Form 
 
The last step of your set up process will be to generate your opt-in form. There'll be a 
tab in your autoresponder account to do this.  
 
The autoresponder will automatically generate a piece of HTML code which you will 
then copy and paste into your landing page.   
 
This creates a subscription form where your visitor will enter in his name and email 
address, then click the “subscribe” button to sign up for your list.  
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Step #5: Set Up Your Affiliate Page with Opt-In Form 
 
Now it’s time to create your affiliate page or “landing page”.  
 
This is the page to which you'll direct the majority of your traffic, in an 

effort to collect sales leads and build your list. 
 
What should you put on your landing page? 
 
Landing pages are meant to be simple. You want just enough content to tease visitors' 
curiosity. You'll have your opt-in form on the page as well.  
 
The easiest way to explain the structure of a landing page is by giving you a virtual 
example. Let's use our previous example concerning Photo Shop tutorials, and pretend 
we're promoting an affiliate product of Photo Shop video tutorials.  
 
First, you need to create a compelling headline to place at the top of the landing page: 
 

“What If You Could Learn Photo Shop In Weeks, Instead of Months, 
And Start Making Big Money Creating and Selling Your Own 

Graphics?” 
 

You follow this up with information which alludes to your product indirectly, but 
specifically emphasizes how the visitor will gain this information by joining your list: 
 
It’s true!  Web graphics are 'big money' these days. There are tons of businesses and 
even individual web site owners who need things like logos, header graphics, buttons, 
banners...you name it!  And they're willing to pay YOU to create them! 
 
The only thing standing in your way is the learning curve involved in mastering the 
popular graphics program, like Photo Shop.  
 
But what if you could learn all the tricks and techniques to creating great web graphics 
in just a matter of weeks?  
 
Well, you can!  And I can show you how.  
 
When you sign up for my Photo Shop Success newsletter, I'll reveal to you:  
 

✔ A stunning new Photo Shop learning system that takes the guess work out of 
everything 

✔ How to get your hands on the system immediately 
✔ Why this system is the best kept secret on the web..(it won't be for long!) 
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Plus, when subscribe today, I'll also reward you with a copy of my latest report: “10 
Quick Photo Shop Tips”, absolutely FREE. 
 
At this point, it’s a good time to paste in your opt-in form. 
 
You can then include some additional info below that if you wish. For example, you 
include a quick disclaimer about privacy practices: 
 
Don't worry, your information is safe. I will never rent or sell your email to address to a 
third-party. 
 
Or, you could toss in an extra, closing teaser:  
 
Sign up today! This information is too valuable to miss. You could be on your way to 
learning Photo Shop and starting your own, profitable graphics business in just minutes! 
 
High converting landing pages are really easy to create - just follow this simple formula: 
 

➔ Attention grabbing headline 
➔ Introduction of list and benefits 
➔ Call to action and presentation of opt-in form 

 
And that's it! 
 
Here’s an illustration of how the above landing page will look like: 

 
 

Attention: All Who Are Interested In Learning Photo Shop… 
  

“What If You Could Learn Photo Shop In Weeks, Instead of 
Months, And Start Making Big Money Creating and Selling 

Your Own Graphics?” 
 

It’s true!  Web graphics are 'big money' these days. There are tons of 
businesses and even individual web site owners who need things like 
logos, header graphics, buttons, banners...you name it!  And they're 
willing to pay YOU to create them! 
 
The only thing standing in your way is the learning curve involved in 
mastering the popular graphics program, like Photo Shop.  
 
But what if you could learn all the tricks and techniques to creating great 
web graphics in just a matter of weeks?  
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Well, you can!  And I can show you how.  
 
When you sign up for my Photo Shop Success newsletter, I'll reveal to 
you:  
 

✔ A stunning new Photo Shop learning system that takes the guess 
work out of everything 

✔ How to get your hands on the system immediately 
✔ Why this system is the best kept secret on the web…(it won't be for 

long!) 
 
Plus, when subscribe today, I'll also reward you with a copy of my latest 
report: “10 Quick Photo Shop Tips”, absolutely FREE. 
 

Simply Fill In Your First Name And Email Address  
Below For Instant Access! 

 
= Your Opt-In Form Here = 

 
(Don't worry, your information is safe. I will never rent or sell your email to 
address to a third-party.) 
 
PS. Sign up today! This information is too valuable to miss. You could be 
on your way to learning Photo Shop and starting your own, profitable 
graphics business in just minutes! 
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Core Component #3 - Targeted Traffic 
 
Targeted traffic is the engine that runs your business.  
 
In order to make sales, you need contact with real people who take action on your 
offers. No traffic = no people = no action.  
 
Don't discount the importance of that traffic being targeted. Not just any traffic will do.  
 
A visitor who is targeted is a visitor who has a genuine interest in your offer.  
 
In other words, what you're offering is exactly what that person was searching for when 
they got online and found your web site.  
 
Targeting is accomplished mainly through key words. You can assume that someone 
who enters the phrase “buy a laptop online” is highly targeted if you're selling laptops 
from your website – but someone who searches on “laptop repair” is looking for advice, 
not to make a purchase.  
 
Targeting is also accomplished by getting your content and your links onto related 
market websites.  
 
This includes things like groups, forums and other special interest sites where your 
market likes to 'hang out.'  
 

Short Term Vs. Long Term Traffic 
 
Another facet of strategy to think about is the type of traffic you'll use based on where 
you are in your business launch.  
 
In terms of timing and effectiveness, there are two types of traffic: short term and long 
term. 
 
Short term traffic is traffic that you can generate really quickly, but which may 
only bring you visitors for a short period of time.   
 
The short term aspect can be in-built into the tactic itself, or it may be by your own 
choice. We can clarify this with some examples. 
 
Let's say you send an e-mail to your subscribers asking them to visit a new website 
you've put up. You'll get a quick but short boost in traffic to that site when your 
subscribers visit it.  
 
The traffic is short term there because it is limited to your list. 
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Also, let's say that you run a Google Adwords campaign to promote a new site.  
 
The length of time you receive traffic from that method is entirely dependent on how 
much traffic you're willing to pay for. If you're working with a small budget, then you 
might just run the ads for a short while. 
 
Long term traffic methods, on the other hand, usually require some time to pass 
for your momentum to build; but, once it does, you get steady streams of new 
and repeat traffic without having to invest extra time or money.  
 
A good example of this is the use of articles as traffic generators.  
 
Good articles will circulate across the Internet for months, sometimes years – and you'll 
continue to receive traffic from those articles for as long as people come across them in 
the search engines, via e-zines, etc.  
 

The Three Main Traffic Methods 
 
The most important thing to realize is that traffic comes down to either time or money.  
 
In other words, you can generate traffic by paying for it, or you can generate traffic by 
putting in the necessary work of writing articles, submitting press releases, seeking out 
joint ventures, and so on.  
 
In the big picture, the methods I'm going to show you fall into three categories of action:  
 

1. Buy the traffic 
2. Attract the traffic 
3. 'Steal' the traffic 

 
You can buy traffic by using things like pay-per-click, ezine advertising, buying 
advertising space on other high-traffic sites, classified advertising and so on.  
 
Attracting traffic is a matter of generating content.  
 
Some methods include writing articles, getting good search engine rankings, and using 
viral reports and videos.  
 
'Stealing' traffic is not what it sounds like ;-)  
 
What I mean by 'stealing' is actually leveraging the traffic that other site owners 
have generated. There are a number of ways to do this.  
 
For example, you can post comments on high-traffic blogs and link back to your site.  
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You can do joint ventures with other list owners to grab a share of the action from their 
subscribers.  
 
You can even offer up your own products and reports to other marketers to give a way 
as bonuses on their big product launches. It’s all about finding ethical ways to capitalize 
on other people's targeted traffic.  
 

Important Things to Keep In Mind: 
 
As you study the traffic tactics laid out in this section, there are a couple of things to 
keep in mind. 
 
Most of all, you'll want to focus on mastering one method at a time. Pick just one 
tactic and get started on it today. Pay close attention to your results.  
 
Second, pay close attention to your conversion rate. In other words, how many 
people (coming from a certain traffic source) become customers?   
 
The standard 'formula' for calculating conversion rates is X sales out of 100.   
 
If you make, for example, 5 sales out of every 100 visitors to your site, you've got a 5% 
conversion rate.  
 
Last, make sure your efforts are leveraged towards getting repeat visitors.  
 
The easiest way to do this is to direct your traffic towards your opt-in list.  
 
Subscribers are your #1 source of repeat traffic, as you can email them at any time.  
 
Now, let's take a look at some proven strategies for generating targeted traffic… 
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Step #1: Submit Your Articles All At Once To The 
Article Directories 

 
Remember those articles I had you write earlier? Here's where you get to put them to 
good use.  
 
You're going to submit all of them to as many high-traffic article directories as you can 
find. The reasons for this are as follows:  
 

1. Your articles will contain an 'author's byline' that has a link to your site. 
This helps get you backlinks pointing to your site.  
 

 The reason you want backlinks from article directories is because they are high- 
 traffic, keyword rich and the search engines love them. The idea is to get your  
 article to show up in the search engine listings for your target key words. 
 
2. You grant permission for others to reprint your article when you post it to 

an article directory.  
 
 Other website or ezine owners looking for content can copy your article and  
 republish it. This will get your link in front of even more people.  
 

The reason for submitting all articles at once is one of momentum. 
 
Remember, each of your articles is targeting a slightly different variation of key phrase.   
 
So, you want to get those articles out there so that you start building up visibility on that 
collection of key phrase as quickly as possible.  
 
The article submission process can be automated or it can be done manually.  
 
If you're using a software solution like Only Submitter, you can submit your articles to all 
of the top article directories with the press of the button. You don't even have to search 
these directories out, as they are already indexed in the software.  
 
If you're submitting by hand, it will take a little longer and you might want to set a 
schedule for your efforts.   
 
First, collect as many article directory URLs as possible and then break everything 
down into manageable 'chunks'.  
 
For example, if you come up with a list of 40 article directories, just submit to 5 of them 
per day. That way, you'll have everything out there within a week, and avoid the tedium 
of submitting to all if them in one day.  

http://www.monsterresponse.com/submitter.htm
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Here's a short list of major article directories to get you started:  
 
http://www.ezinearticles.com  
http://www.goarticles.com  
http://www.articledashboard.com  
http://www.articlepros.com  
http://www.articlealley.com  
http://www.buzzle.com  
http://www.findarticles.com  
http://www.thenichearticledirectory.com 
 
Note, you'll want to verify which categories a given article directory is targeting. Some 
directories cover diverse topics, while others are specialized to a particular industry.  
 
In some cases, you might even be able to find directories which are targeted exclusively 
to your niche. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.ezinearticles.com
http://www.goarticles.com
http://www.articledashboard.com
http://www.articlepros.com
http://www.articlealley.com
http://www.buzzle.com
http://www.findarticles.com
http://www.thenichearticledirectory.com
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Step #2: Create A Press Release And Submit It 
 
The value of press releases as traffic generators rests upon the fact that they are 
syndicated.  
 
In other words, press releases are automatically distributed across a very large network 
of web sites who subscribe to the press release publishers' 'news feeds'.   
 
The number of sites which may pick up your press release is considerable. We're 
talking in the hundreds if not thousands.   
 
Also, the quality of sites becomes a factor. A well-written press release may appear 
on sites like Yahoo!, Google News, CNN.com and more.  
 
Best of all, submitting press releases is, for the most part, free.   
 
Getting really broad exposure usually involves a fee. PR Web, for example, will charge 
you if you want your release distributed to the really big name sites. The upside is that 
your fee usually includes some editorial help with getting your press release 'up to snuff' 
for publication on those types of sites.  
 
 Rules for Creating a Solid Press Release: 
 
The first rule of press releases is that they must be news worthy. A press release is not 
a product announcement. The thing to keep in mind that will help you stick to the 
guidelines is to ask yourself “How can I tie my offer into a current hot new topic or 
issue?” 
 
Let's go back to our “Photoshop tutorials” product…how do we make this news worthy, 
but also work effectively as a marketing tool?  
 
You can do it by turning the product benefit into a news headline.  
 
For example, your headline might be: “Photo Shop Fanatics Find New Way to Learn 
Online”. Then, you'd write your press release from that angle, explaining how the 
Internet (and your product) is 'revolutionizing' the market place.  
 
The second rule of press releases is that they must follow a stylized format. This 
format is based on journalistic guidelines employed by most news agencies.  These 
guidelines are as follows:  
 

1. Press release must have a headline 
2. Press releases usually have subheadlines 
3. Press releases contain origin/source of news (e.g. location) 

http://www.prweb.com
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4. This is followed by the body of the press release 
5. Additional/contact information may be placed at end of release 

 
Putting It All Together with an Example… 

 
In order to help you get an even clearer idea of how all this looks, I'm providing you with 
a sample press release for a fictional product: 

 
 

Sample Press Release You Can Model: 
 
Easing Low Back Pain: It May Be Simpler Than You Think 
Sufferers Finding Relief in Surprising Ways.. 
 
PHILADELPHIA, PA - Low back pain – studies suggest at least 1 in 5 of 
us will suffer from an episode of it during our lifetime. For many, though, 
low back pain can be a chronic, debilitating issue.  
 
While many back pain sufferers shell out money at the chiropractor, other 
sufferers are finding relief in surprising ways.  
 
John Doe, author of “The Low Back Pain Cure”, has developed a series of 
simple, at home treatments which have provided real relief to dozens of 
consumers thus far.  
 
“John's low back pain cure is the first I've seen that addresses both the 
nutritional and psychological origins pain...which is something most 
treatments miss,” says Jane Doe, a long-time back pain sufferer. 
 
[ed note: you can pull these types of quotes from testimonials ;)] 
 
Unlike other treatments, John Doe's low back pain cure is not dependent 
on the usual back-strengthening exercises, which can take weeks to 
provide relief. Instead, he says, clients usually find significant relief in a 
'matter of days.'  
 
Will the cure work for everyone?   
 
“It will work for most types of pain”, says Doe, “..except in the case of very 
serious diseases of the spine. You should always consult with your family 
physician first.” 
 

For more information on The Low Back Pain Cure, visit: 
http://www.yourwebsite.com/yourlandingpage.html 
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Step #3: Set Up Pay-Per-Click Accounts And Start 
Campaigns 

 
Pay-per-click campaigns are a form of paid advertising meant to drive immediate 
targeted traffic to your website.  
 
You've no doubt heard of Google Adwords by now, right?  That's just one (and the 
biggest) of many pay-per-click services.  
 
For those who aren't familiar with the concept of pay-per-click, I'm going to provide a 
quick summary here.  
 
Think back to that list of long-tail key phrases you compiled. These are the key phrases 
you're going to be advertising on.  
 
When you set up your first pay-per-click account, you'll input these key phrases into 
your account and set up text-based advertisements that you'll associate with each key 
phrase or with groups of key phrases.  
 
Let's say you're using Google Adwords. You load a list of key phrases like this:  
 
“niche marketing” 
“learn niche marketing” 
“niche marketing how to” 
 
Then, set up a corresponding advertisement, like: 
 
Learn Niche Marketing 
Get expert advice and 
start earning money today! 
http://www.YourLink.com 
 
Now, what happens is that whenever anyone types those key phrases into Google, it 
will trigger your ad to display along the right-hand side of the natural search listings.  
 
Whenever someone clicks on your ad, you'll be charged the amount that you bid on for 
that key phrase. In other words, part of setting up your campaign will involve choosing 
how much you want to pay for that advertising. 
 
Google Adwords will tell you what the going bid is for any key phrase you enter. For 
example, you might see that “niche marketing” is going for 50 cents per click, or 
something like that.  
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This number represents the highest amount you have to bid in order for your ad to have 
the number one spot in the paid listings.  
 
You do not have to bid the maximum.  
 
You could bid as low as 5 cents per click if you wanted, but this wouldn't be very 
competitive.  As a general rule, I recommend bidding under the number one position 
(keeping in mind how much you can afford), and then getting your ad to the top fine-
tuning your advertising copy.  
 
This is one of the great features of Google Adwords. You can actually grab the top spot 
without paying the premium for it if your ad receives more clicks than those around it.  
 

Some useful pay-per-click marketing tips: 
 
One thing you need to know is that there's a certain set of filters you can place on your 
key words, so that your ads are better targeted.  
 
These filters are commonly known as: 
 

1. Broad Match 
2. Phrase Match 
3. Exact Match 

 
In Adwords, an Exact Match is specified by placing brackets [ ] around your key phrase, 
like [niche marketing].   
 
A Phrase Match is specified by the use of quote marks “”, so you'd have “niche 
marketing”.   
 
Finally, a broad match is specified by just entering the key phrase in as it is, with no 
other characters or punctuation around it.  
 
Now, what do these filters actually accomplish?  
 
The Broad Match will cause your advertisement to show up any time someone enters 
ANY series of key words that include your key phrase.  
 
For this reason, Broad Matching is NOT recommended.  
 
Phrase Match will cause your ads to be triggered when someone enters your key 
phrase either as it is, or as part of a longer search, but it requires that they enter the 
words in an exact order.  
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So, if someone enters “niche marketing tutorial”, your advertisement will show up. If, 
however, they entered something like “marketing to a niche”, your ad will not show up.  
 
Lastly, an Exact Match triggers your ad only when the exact key phrase is entered. The 
searcher would have to type in niche marketing exactly – there can be no extra 
keywords AND no misspellings.  
 
Make sense?  
 

Purpose of your pay-per-click campaigns: 
 
The purpose of your PPC campaign is to drive traffic from your target key phrases over 
to your web site.  
 
Typically, you'll be driving that traffic to your landing page, where you'll collect 
opt-ins.  
 
Keep in mind, also, that pay-per-click marketing is just one tool within your arsenal. You 
should allocate a healthy budget to your campaigns, but you don't want to go broke on 
this type of advertising.  
 
The key is to determine your budget first, then decide how and where to spend that 
money. In order to maximize your efforts, you should run campaigns on a mix of PPC 
engines. Don't rely on just Google alone.  
 
In addition to Adwords (http://adwords.google.com), you can also advertise on:  
 
http://www.goclick.com  
http://searchmarketing.yahoo.com  
http://adcenter.microsoft.com 
http://www.bidvertiser.com 
http://www.7search.com 
http://www.mamma.com 
 
…And a host of others.   For more information on pay-per-click marketing, and to find 
additional PPC engines, have a look at these two sites: 
 
http://www.payperclickguide.com  
http://www.payperclickuniverse.com   
 
 
 
 
 

http://adwords.google.com
http://www.goclick.com
http://searchmarketing.yahoo.com
http://adcenter.microsoft.com
http://www.bidvertiser.com
http://www.7search.com
http://www.mamma.com
http://www.payperclickguide.com
http://www.payperclickuniverse.com
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Step #4: Participate In Your Market's Major Forums 
 
The forums where your market congregates are extremely valuable sources of 
targeted traffic.  
 
You can find a special interest forum, newsgroup or bulletin board for almost any niche.  
 
To start, look for related groups on http://groups.google.com  and 
http://groups.yahoo.com  
 
Next, run a search on some of your target key words coupled with the word “forum”.  
 
 Another trick you can use is to search on your market's main key word coupled with 
with phrase “powered by ****”, where **** is replaced by the name of the bulletin board 
software.  
 
For example, one popular bulletin board platform is called “Snitz”. So, let's say you were 
looking for forums related to the topic of 'cameras' or 'photography'.  
 
You'd type in:  
 
cameras “powered by Snitz” 
 
Try that out in Google. I just typed it in and the first result I came up with is a forum 
called “Vision Components' Smart Camera Community”.  
 
Some other popular bulletin board software you can search on: phpbb and vbulletin.  
 

The Forum Traffic Method: 
 
The key to generating traffic from groups and forums is to join them, and become a 
valuable contributor.  
 
Sign up and get a feel for each community. What are the hot topics?  What needs or 
desires are being expressed?  
 
Introduce yourself as a regular person, first, and don't hit people with any sales pitches. 
That's not the approach for this method.  
 
Instead, look for questions you can answer and hot discussion threads to throw your 2 
cents into. What you're aiming for here is to gain a reputation as an 'expert'. Get people 
to listen to what you have to say.  
 
Now, where does your traffic come in?  It comes from your signature file.  

http://groups.google.com
http://groups.yahoo.com
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Whenever you create an account on a forum, you have the option of customizing your 
user profile. Part of this user profile is a space for your “signature”.  
 
Your signature, just like an email signature, will be appended onto every post that you 
make. It is within this space that you'll put a 'stealthy' ad, along with a link to your 
website.  
 
So, for example, let's say you're promoting a photography related product on a 
photography forum.  
 
Your post would look something like this:  
 
If you're shooting in extreme daylight conditions, it’s always good to use a 'neutral 
density filter'. I never go on a shoot without one. In my experience, there's really no 
other way to remove 'glare' and even out the colors for scenes shot in direct sunlight.  
 
 
Is your old photo-editing software giving you a headache? Ask me about Photo  
Fix Pro: http://www.yourlink.com  
 
You can include some 'bait' in your signature files. If you've got a free report you're 
giving away, don't be afraid to mention that. 
 
Want to learn how to touch up your old, black and white family photos?  Come 
grab my FREE report: http://www.yourlink.com  
 
Remember, good copy writing is key here. Try to craft your signature in a way that 
raises curiosity, and compels people to visit your site.  
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Step #5: Classified Advertising Campaigns 
 
Classified advertising online is similar to advertising in print newspaper, with the 
exception that online ads are usually much cheaper (sometimes free), and give you a 
little more space. 
 
Your first step is to come up with about 4 to 5 variations of classified ads to place on 
different sites. 
 
As always, the headline of your ad is most important, as it will be the link people click 
on to view your ad. So, you need to create a powerful headline that will raise people's 
interest.  
 
The body of your ad will be relatively short. The amount of space you're allotted for an 
ad varies from one classifieds site to another.  
 
Here's a sample classified ad to give you an idea: 

 
 

Sample Classified Ad: 
 

Eliminate Credit Card Debt In 365 Days or Less?! 
 
Are you struggling each month to pay all of your bills, and just make ends 
meet?  Credit card debt is stressful and, for most people, it seems like an 
insurmountable problem.  
 
I'll let you in on a secret, though: You can be debt-free in one year or less!  
No hassles or legal footwork involved, and no painful budget cuts. Just a 
simple, step-by-step and proven system that really works.  Find out more 
today! 

http://www.yourlink.com 
 

 
Where to Place Your Ads: 

 
In a moment, I'll give you a list of some of the most popular classifieds sites. However, I 
need to go over a unique case with you, first.  
 
That unique case is Craigslist: http://www.craigslist.org   
 
Craigslist receives an enormous amount of traffic, and it can be a real goldmine of free 
advertising for you. But, you have to know how to use the service the right way.  
 
The Craigslist community is very strict about business advertising. If you place your ad 

http://www.craigslist.org
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in the wrong section, it will get flagged and deleted.  
 
Also, it’s very important that you direct your Craigslist traffic towards your landing 
page, where you're giving away free information.   
 
Linking directly to a sales page will almost always get you in trouble.  
 
Your best bets for advertising here include the 'Community' and 'Jobs' categories.  
 
When you write your ad, keep the focus on the information you're offering (via your list), 
rather than on the product you're (ultimately) going to pitch.  
 
The goal is to collect opt-ins to your list, rather than immediate sales.  
 
Other Popular Classifieds Sites: 
 
http://www.usfreeads.com 
http://www.sell.com  
http://classifieds.yahoo.com  
http://www.adlandpro.com 
http://www.domesticsale.com 
http://www.classifiedads.com 
http://www.adpost.com  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.usfreeads.com
http://www.sell.com
http://classifieds.yahoo.com
http://www.adlandpro.com
http://www.domesticsale.com
http://www.classifiedads.com
http://www.adpost.com
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Step #6: Yahoo Answers 
 
Yahoo Answers (http://answers.yahoo.com) can be an excellent source of targeted 
traffic.  
 
This service allows anyone to post a question, and receive answers from other site 
visitors. People post all manner of questions to these sites - everything from relationship 
questions to question about health, car insurance, sports, etc. 
 
For that reason, you can almost always find someone from your market or niche who 
has a question you can answer. 
 
For example, one recent request on Yahoo Answers was: “How Do I Find a Good Credit 
Card?”… 
 
If you happened to be selling a product related to credit or finance, you could then go in 
and post a helpful answer. 
 
You'd share all the tips you know, like how to read the fine print and how to find a good 
interest rate, etc. Then, make sure to mention that you have additional, helpful 
information available via your website, and provide the link.  
 
The great thing about this method is that your answer will be seen by many people, not 
just the original poster.  
 
These 'answers' sites are totally public, and don't require registration in order to view the 
content.  
 
So, you'll get hits to your site from other people browsing through the questions, and 
possibly even some search engine placement if the right mix of key words is in place.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://answers.yahoo.com
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Step #7: Amazon Reviews 
 
Amazon Reviews provide a way for you to capitalize on the vast amount of traffic 
flowing through http://www.Amazon.com   
 
For every product listed at Amazon, customers have the ability to write a review.  
 
All you need to do is register with Amazon, and begin searching for books related to 
your niche.   
 
See if you can check those books out from your local library, and scan them over so you 
have a good idea what they're about – at least get enough information so that you can 
write a decent review.  
 
When you write your review, there's really one of two tactics to focus on:  
 

1. A balanced review – point out both the strengths and weaknesses of the 
material. 

 
2. A controversial/negative review – criticize the material from an expert's 

perspective. 
 
Both of these tactics will get your review more attention, and make people curious about 
your background.  
 
Now, how do you get your link up there?  There's a trick to it, as Amazon generally 
doesn't allow direct links to outside sites in customer reviews. 
 
What you can do, though, is include your contact information in the title of your review.  
 
So, instead of having a title like “Good book, but a bit too long..”, you can use something 
like: “Review by Your Name of www.yourlink.com”  
 
Yes, readers will have to a little more work by typing your address in rather than clicking 
on it, but you'll know those visitors are high-quality if they're willing to take that extra 
step to visit your site. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.Amazon.com
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Step #8: Web 2.0 – MySpace and YouTube 
 
Just what is Web 2.0, you ask? 
 
The term is being thrown around a lot these days. Some say it’s purely a marketing 
'buzzword', while others say it denotes the “resurrection” of Internet business and 
content models after the 'dot com' crash of the late 90's.   
 
For our purposes here, we're going to define Web 2.0 as the new media marketing 
opportunities presented by sites like Myspace and YouTube.  
 
What's unique about both of these sites is they're taking the power of 'viral' marketing to 
whole new heights.  
 
It’s a true word-of-mouth model, and marketers will sink or swim based on how well 
they're able to inspire, impress and entertain their target audience.  
 
To give you a feel for just what happens when you inspire, impress and entertain 
successfully, let's have a look at two instances where these sites have spelled big 
success. 
 
Myspace Music:  
 
MySpace has been a goldmine for unsigned bands and artists. This is because 
Myspace allows users to network with hundreds, even thousands, of people via 
collecting friends to their '”friends list”.   
 
And, it also provides bands the ability to stream their music right from their profile page.  
Visitors to a band's profile can listen to their music instantly, and even choose to put 
their favorite song on their own profile.  
 
Tour dates, news releases and even merchandise marketing can be revved up through 
the use of Myspace's “Bulletins” and 'Blogs'.  
 
More than a few artists have received air play and even record deals by first gaining 
popularity at MySpace.  
 
This same viral power can be put to work for your business! 
 
YouTube Case Study:  
 
Just a few months ago, an aspiring actress catapulted into the limelight by posting to 
YouTube what is now referred to as the “Bridezilla” video.  The video shows a young 
bride-to-be cutting off her hair just hours before her wedding.  
 

http://www.myspace.com
http://www.youtube.com
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The video became so popular it received as estimated 2.8 million clicks as of January, 
2007.  
 
But, get this:  the whole thing was staged. The actress, Jodi Behan, created the video 
purely to get exposure and boost her career.  
 
Viral video also paid off big for the automaker, Honda… 
 
One of the most passed-around videos of all time was a two-minute film called “Cog”. 
You have to see it to believe it: 
 
 http://autorepair.about.com/cs/funstuff/l/bl_honda.htm 
 

Putting MySpace and YouTube to Work for You… 
 
I think you'll find that using these sites in your marketing is a lot of fun. One thing to 
keep in mind, though, is that you'll generally be marketing to a younger audience.  
 
You're dealing mostly with the pre-teen to mid-thirties group on Myspace. On YouTube, 
the age variation is much wider, but you can assume the majority of users to be 
concentrated in the 18-34 age group.  
 
Working with Myspace: 
 
First, go to www.myspace.com and sign up for an account. When you first log-in your 
user/login name is going to be your display name. You'll want to change this right 
away.  
 
Go to 'Edit Profile' and edit your display name to reflect your business. In fact, you can 
go ahead and change your display name to your website URL.   
 
The display is the name that will show up to other member's of MySpace whenever they 
see your profile listed in a search, or when viewing your actual profile page directly.  
 
Next, go ahead and upload a profile image. You can use a personal photo to build 
credibility, or you can also a product image (e.g, an e-book cover).  
 
Now, it’s time to fill in the details on the rest of your profile.  
 
MySpace gives you a lot options here. The ones you want to focus on are: About Me, 
Who I'd Like to Meet and General.  
 
Use these sections to describe your business, and be sure to load them with plenty of 
key word rich content.   
 

http://autorepair.about.com/cs/funstuff/l/bl_honda.htm
http://www.myspace.com
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The 'General Interests” section, in particular, can contain key words other Myspace 
users can search on to find you.  
 
Once you have all the basics set up, it's time to start networking.  
 
Do a search for people who've specified an interest in the niche topic you're targeting, 
and send them an “Add Request”.  If your request is approved, you'll both be on each 
other's “Friends List”.   
 
Why is this important?  
 
Because that person's existing friends, when visiting their profile, will see you in 
the list.  
 
This will drive more, new traffic back over to your profile. You'll rack up more friends, 
and the cycle continues to build.  
 
Another way to get noticed, too, is by posting comments on your friend's blog or on their 
main profile page.  
 
Finally, go ahead and search through the MySpace Groups.  See if you can find a 
group dedicated to your area of expertise. Join that group and become a regular 
contributor.  
 
Redirecting Myspace Traffic: 
 
Of course, the goal with all of this is to direct traffic back your main website.  
 
Your primary tool for doing so will be to post regularly to your MySpace blog.   
 
What content should you use?  Easy, just post any of the articles you've already written 
for the article directories. Your articles will be steady source of content for your blog.  
 
MySpace users will have the option of “subscribing” to your blog, so make sure to 
invite/remind them to do so. Otherwise, you can pull in readers from your friends list by 
posting 'blog update' announcements in your “MySpace Bulletins” area.  
 
Capitalizing on YouTube Traffic: 
 
In order to grab your share of YouTube traffic, you'll need to create some viral videos of 
your own. There are two types of video recommended for lead generation:  
 

1. Tutorial videos, which showcase your product 
 

2. Shocking, Outrageous or Comical Videos, purely for viral effect. 
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Tutorial Videos are not going to be quite as popular as 'shocking' video, but they will 
be much more targeted.   
 
You can create tutorial videos by using screen capture software, such as Camtasia.  
The basic idea is to showcase your product's features and benefits.  
 
For example, let's say that you're promoting web design software. You could create a 
video that shows you designing a great looking website with the software in just a 
matter of minutes.  
 
The 'Shocking' type videos receive a lot more traffic because they're pure 
entertainment.  
 
For this reason, they won't be as targeted. However, the sheer number of views you'll 
receive almost guarantees you'll scoop up at least some relevant market traffic.  
 
To start off, write a funny script that's based loosely around some aspect of your market. 
Maybe you're promoting something related to having birds as pets.  
 
You could create a video with a parrot that knows everyone's secrets, and has a bad 
habit of saying them aloud in mixed company.  
 
You don't even need an actual trained parrot to make the video. You can use a toy, a 
puppet or even do it as a cartoon. The 'fake parrot' aspect, with your voice over, will just 
make the video even funnier.  
 
Once you've created your video, regardless of which type it is, make sure to brand it 
with your website address.   
 
Any video editing software you use allows you to do this. Just run your link at the bottom 
of the video, or have it come up on the opening/ending credits.  
 
Finally, unleash your videos to the top viral video sites: 
 
http://www.youtube.com 
http://video.google.com  
http://www.revver.com  
http://www.ifilm.com/viralvideo 
 
Also, be sure to announce your video to your list to get some momentum going.   
 
Later, if you wish, you can use a number of the other traffic methods we've outline to 
direct even more traffic to your video.  
 
 

http://www.youtube.com
http://video.google.com
http://www.revver.com
http://www.ifilm.com/viralvideo
http://www.techsmith.com
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Step #9: Ebay Traffic 
 
Ebay can bring you traffic via regular auctions, as well as through a new feature called 
“Ad Format Listing”, which was implemented especially for advertisers. 
 
Let's start with regular auctions, first. 
 
This is a case where you need some ready made content. This is usually a special 
report you created, or one given to you by your affiliate program as a promotional tool.  
 
Note, if you use an outside report, make sure it’s one you brand with your affiliate link.  
 
Yes, you're going to put the report up for sale, but, making money off of the auction is 
not the real goal.  
 
The auction itself is purely for getting traffic to your website via your 'about me' 
page and via any links you're able to include into the report you're selling.  
 
What you want to do is find the Ebay category which best fits your niche.  
 
There are so many available categories on Ebay you should have no problem with this; 
but, if you can't find one that seems appropriate, then use the category: Everything 
Else ->Information Products.  
 
What you want to do is list the report a super cheap price, like 99 cents.  
 
Your best bet is to set this up as a “Buy It Now” style auction. If you want, you can run 
multiple auctions on the same item to boost your visibility.  
 
Here's what you're shooting for:  
 

1. Customer purchases the report. You have your website or affiliate URL inside the 
report, and this drives the traffic. 
 

2. Some visitors to your auction will click on your 'About Me' page, where you'll also 
have placed links to your website. 

 
The 'About Me' page is just a short profile that you fill out.  You can (and should) link 
directly to this profile from your main auction page.  
 
The Ad Format Listing: 
 
Ad Format Listings are similar to classified ads. Ebay allows you to set up an 
advertisement and run it for mere pennies on the dollar. You have your choice to run the 
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ad for 30, 60, or 90 days at a time. 
 
In order to set these ads up, you start out by creating a 'regular' auction. Once you get 
to the second page of set up, you'll see an area to select the format you want your 
listing to follow.  
 
This is where you can choose to set the whole thing up like a classified ad. 
 
Now, it’s important to note, the Ad Format Listing option is not available across all Ebay 
categories. So, when you use this method, you'll probably need to stick to the 
Everything Else -> Information Products category.  
 
The benefit of an Ad Format Listing is that you are allowed to link to outside websites.  
 
For regular auctions, Ebay normally doesn't allow you to do that. The Ad Format 
Listings do, though. In fact, you can set these ads up as virtual, 'mini sales pages', 
including graphics and even embedded videos. 
 
Use this format to drive traffic through your affiliate link or to your opt-in landing page.  
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Step #10: Offline Traffic 
 
Our system wouldn't be complete without mentioning offline traffic. Believe it or not, your 
own hometown can prove a real source of qualified traffic, even for affiliate products.  
 
Using offline traffic gives you an edge, too, as not that many affiliates think to use this 
method. It’s especially valuable when you're in a competitive niche.  
 
This method should be used to drive traffic your landing page, so you can collect more 
leads.  All you really need to do is get your web site URL out there. There is a multitude 
of creative ways for doing this.  
 
Here are some of the most common methods: 
 

✔ Business cards 
✔ Bumper Stickers 
✔ T-Shirts 
✔ Community bulletin boards 
✔ Free publications newsracks 
✔ Local newspaper classifieds 
✔ Radio or TV advertising 

 
Another thing you can do is partner up with local charities. For example, many cities will 
have things like yearly “10K Runs” or other sporting events to help out local charities. 
Sponsors of those events get their names printed on promotional flyers, t-shirts, etc. 
 
Also, you can usually get your business' name mentioned when donate to pledge drives 
run by local public radio stations. 
 
Do a little creative brainstorming, and you'll likely come up with even more ideas! 
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Component #4 – Backend 
 
One of the main purposes of setting up a 'back end' profit system is to gain 
leverage.   
 
Also, in doing so, you'll gain more insight into the various ways of making money online.  
 
Having a back end system boosts your profits beyond what you make in one affiliate 
program alone. Just like any smart investor, the way to take your business to the next 
level is by diversifying your investments.  
 
A back-end system creates this diversity, and gives you a serious profit boost.  
 
Step #1: Find More Affiliate Programs + At Lease One 

Residual Program 
 
The first step to increasing your income is to find additional affiliate programs you can 
promote in both your autoresponder and web pages. 
 
If you're making good money on one product, common sense dictates that your existing 
customers will also be interested in other, related products you might offer them.  
 
You can start out by offering one to two additional products each month. At least one of 
these should include a residual income program.  
 
Residual income affiliate programs are those which pay you on a monthly basis for the 
life of the customer you referred.  
 
These types of programs are usually service based products that are delivered via 
monthly memberships. Things like web hosting or monthly 'private label rights' type sites 
fall into this category.  
 
So, for example, if you refer someone to a site which charges a $20 per month 
membership fee, and pays you 50% of that, you'll earn $10 every month on that referral.  
 
The key with these programs is to refer as many people as you can.  
 
In line with the above example, if you referred 100 people, you're going to make $1,000 
per month in residual income off of those customers.  
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Step #2: Survey Your List On What Topics They Are 
Looking For 

 
The next step you're heading for is to create your own product; but, before you do, you 
need to survey your list to find out what they're looking for.  
 
Asking your list what they want is the easiest and most profitable way of creating a 
product. You don't have to guess at what type of product might be profitable.  
 
Your list will tell you what they want to buy.  
 
This works out great because you'll have a lot of your list pre-sold on the product before 
you even roll it out.  
 
In order to survey your list, you first need to set up an account with a free, online survey 
company.  
 
Some recommended ones include http://www.surveymonkey.com  and 
http://www.freeonlinesurveys.com.   
 
Questions to ask your list: 
 
Let's say that your niche market is “weight loss”. Some questions you can ask your list:  
 

1. Which would rather learn: How to eat right or how to exercise? 
2. Would you rather have: A book of healthy recipes or an actual meal planning 

'how to' guide? 
3. If you answered “how to exercise” in question #1, would you rather: learn about 

high impact aerobic exercise or low impact exercise?  
4. In 500 words or less, describe your most pressing weight loss issues. 
5. If a book were created which answered all of your questions, would you purchase 

it?  
6. How much would you expect to pay for such a book?  

 
The answers your subscribers give you to those types of questions will for the 
basis for creating your information product.  
 
As a general rule, it’s always best to offer your subscribers some kind of 'freebie' in 
exchange for taking the survey.  
 
When you've set it up, you'd send them an email like this: 
 
 
 

http://www.surveymonkey.com
http://www.freeonlinesurveys.com
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Sample Survey: 
 
Hi Firstname,  
 
I need your help. I'm trying to come up with a brand new weight loss guide 
that will blow all others right out of the water! 
 
But, I need YOUR help to do it.  
 
Would you be willing to take a quick, 5 minute survey to tell me what 
you're biggest questions are when it comes to weight loss?  
 
If so, I'll return the favor by giving you a copy of “100 Low Fat Recipes”.  
 
It’s normally a $37 report, but you get it FREE just for filling out the survey 
at this link:  
 
http://www.linktoyoursurvey.com  
 
Thanks a million! 
 
Your Name 
 

 
Note, you can also set up a PPC campaign for your survey.  
 
In doing so, you can collect additional opt-ins to your list, and have even more ready 
made customers just waiting for you to announce the launch of your product! 
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Step #3: Create Your First Real Information Product 
 
Once you've collected enough survey data, and narrowed down a topic for your product, 
its time to create it.  
 
Your product doesn't have to be a masterpiece, it just needs to cover your 
subscriber's main questions and be good enough to sell.  
 
Depending on the subject matter, you might find that your first product can be as simple 
as a 15 page report.  
 
Now, you can create the product on your own, or you can speed the process up by 
hiring someone else to create it for you.  
 
As I've mentioned previously, it’s very easy and affordable to hire freelancers and 
ghostwriters to create content for you.  
 
You can find these types at place like www.elance.com, www.rentacoder.com and 
www.scriptlance.com (don't let the names throw you, even the 'techie' sounding sites 
have freelance writers bidding on projects) 
 
You'll need to decide how much you want to pay to get the product created, and 
balance that against how much you intend to charge for it.  
 
In order to help your writer, you should give them as many details about the product as 
possible.  
 
Your best bet is to create the outline for the product yourself.  
 
Hand that over to your writer and have him or her do the research and fill in the blanks.  
 
While you're at it, you may also want to hire someone to create the graphics for your 
product.  
 
This includes things like e-book covers, sales page header graphics and the like.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.elance.com
http://www.rentacoder.com
http://www.scriptlance.com
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Step #4: Start Your Own Affiliate Program 
 
Once you're product is complete, you'll need to set up your sales page and get your 
payment processor ready.  
 
You'll also want to build in an affiliate program right from the start.  
 
The absolute easiest way to do this is to go with Clickbank as your payment processor.  
 
Clickbank includes an automatic affiliate program for all merchants. You don't even 
have to set up any software. Clickbank handles all of the processing and technical 
details.  
 
Starting your own affiliate program is really going to help your profits soar.  
 
It will also help you gain an even better grasp on the affiliate marketing you do already.  
 
The more experience you get on both sides of the equation, the better your marketing 
will be all around.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.autopilotprofits.com/cb.htm
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Step #5: Create An Affiliate Toolkit 
 
Part of starting your own affiliate program means creating an affiliate toolkit to help 
your affiliates have as much of an edge as possible when promoting your product.  
 
Think about what you have always wanted as an affiliate?  
 
What type of support do you wish your merchant's would provide?   
 
All of your ideas can be included in your affiliate toolkit.  
 
To get you started, here's a list of the minimum types of tools you'll want to provide to 
your affiliates: 
 

✔ Ready made promotional/solo emails they can send to their own lists or use in 
ezine advertising. 

✔ Ready made classified ads 
✔ Text link ad copy 
✔ Banner ads and product images 
✔ Sample Google Adwords Ads 
✔ Sample Signature file Ads 
✔ Free reports to rebrand and give away 
✔ Potential key phrases they can advertise on 

 
You'll want to shoot for a minimum of 3 - 5 pieces of each type of promotional material 
to start off. You can always add more in the future.  
 
Now, because ClickBank doesn't offer the ability to set up affiliate resource areas, you'll 
need to create one on your own website.  
 
All you need to do is create an additional web page on your site, like:  
 
http://www.yourproduct.com/affiliates 
 
…And just make all of the material available for download there. Then, make sure you 
actually link to that page from your sales letter.  
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Step #6: Launch Your Product Back To Your List 
 
It’s finally time to announce the big news to your list. You'll always want to start here 
since your list is a ready made source of traffic, and you've got them waiting on your 
product announcement since they took your survey.  
 
It’s important to stress to them that this is the product they've been waiting on. So, your 
launch email might look something like this:  
 

 

Sample Product Launch Email: 
 
Subject: Firstname, The Answer to All Your Weight Loss Questions Is 
Finally Here! 
 
Hi Firstname,  
 
You may remember a while back when I asked you to take a survey, and 
share with me your most pressing weight loss questions.  
 
Well, I've got some great news: You asked, and I've answered! 
 
The response to my survey was overwhelming, but I've finally come up 
with a new report which answers every single question asked by my list.  
 
I'm pleased to announce the launch of: “Title of Your Ebook”:  
 
http://www.yoursalesletter.com  
 
Finally, get the answers about:  
 
* Which type of exercise is best: low impact or high impact? 
* How to create a meal plan that guarantees weight loss, even while  
   including your favorite foods! 
* The number one thing you're probably doing wrong if you can't lose  
   weight 
* The One food item you should NEVER EAT if you want to lose weigh  
   and keep it off 
* Why its important to measure your success by INCHES, not pounds 
* And so much more! 
  
Because you're a valued subscriber, you're getting first dibs on this 
book… 
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Seriously firstname, I haven't even announced the launch of this book to 
the general public yet. You're the first to hear about it! 
 
Grab it now while it’s still at the special “subscriber's only” discount: 
 
http://www.yoursalesletter.com  
 
To Your Success, 
 
Your Name 
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Step #7: Convert Your Subscribers Into Your Affiliates 
 
What's the quickest way to grab affiliates for your product? Recruit your 
subscribers. 
 
When you send out your launch email, you can include an announcement about your 
affiliate program. You can also save it for a week or two after launch as well.  
 
After you've allowed some time for the announcement to sink in, you can follow up with 
an email like this:  
 

 

Sample Affiliate Recruitment Email: 
 
Subject: Firstname, It PAYS to lose weight... 
 
Hi Firstname,  
 
I hope you've had a chance to check out “Your E-book Title”. If you're still 
on the fence about it, let me sweeten the deal a little bit… 
 
You can get the book for free, and earn extra money by sharing it with 
others. How? All you have to do is sign up for my affiliate program and 
start promoting “Your E-book Title”:  
 
http://www.yoursite.com/affiliates 
 
For every sale you make, I'll pay you a whopping 75% of the cover price. 
That's $25 per sale! Make just one sale and your copy of the book is 
basically paid for.  
 
As you know, weight loss is a super hot topic. There's a huge market out 
there for just this type of information. You could earn some real cash as 
one of my affiliates. Plus, I've made everything easy for you - all of the 
promotional and sales material you need to get started is right here:  
 
http://www.yoursite.com/affiliates 
 
It doesn't get any easier than this. I'm giving you a virtual license to print 
money :-) 
 
To Your Success! 
 
Your Name 
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Step #8: Seek Major Joint Venture Partnerships Within 
Your Market 

 
The final step in your product launch will be to recruit joint venture partner within your 
market. This is the way to place your product announcement on steroids.   
 
You'll make even more sales, as well as recruit tons of additional affiliates.  
 
Your joint venture partners should be other businesses in your market place who sell 
related, but not directly competitive, products.  
 
For example, using the 'weight loss' niche, you might team up with someone who runs a 
general fitness ezine.  
 
The goal of the partnership is for them to announce your product to their 
subscribers.  
 
But, of course, you have to give your joint venture partner incentive to do so. The most 
common way of providing incentive is to recruit your joint venture partner as an affiliate. 
In other words, they're going to benefit by making a profit.  
 
Typically, you'll want to give your joint venture partners special treatment. For example, 
you can offer them a higher commission rate than regular affiliates.  
 
The way you approach potential joint venture partners is very important. Keep in mind 
that partners with high traffic sites or large lists are generally very busy, and probably 
get a lot of joint venture offers each month.  
 
You can start off by simply emailing them, but you'll also want to follow up with a phone 
call if possible.  
 
Here's a sample of the type of joint venture email offer you can send:  
 

 

Sample Joint Venture Email: 
 
Hi Joe,  
 
My name is 'your name'.  After researching your site, I believe you and I 
could benefit greatly from forming a partnership.  
 
Since your ezine covers general fitness topics, your subscribers might be 
interested in my e-book, “Your Ebook Title”.  
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Here's a free copy for your kind review: 
  
http://www.yoursite/linktoebook.html  
 
Read it over when you have time and let me know what you think. If you 
choose to promote the book to your list, I'm ready to offer you a 75% 
affiliate commission.  
 
If you'd like to discuss this offer further, please give me a call: 555-555-
1234 
 
All the best and I look forward to hearing from you! 
 
Regards. 
 
Your Name 
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Component #5 - Duplication 
 
Duplication of your business model is what will really put your profits on 
steroids. 
 
Once you perfect your original business model, you can very easily apply that model to 
other markets.  
 
Think of it like buying up real estate. Your business is like a piece of property you 
acquire, 'fix up' and then turn around and rent for a steady stream of income.  
 
In order to build that income, you simply acquire more property and repeat the process.  
 

Step #1: Perform Components 1-4 In Other Markets 
 
In order to duplicate your success, you simply repeat the steps of the 4 Core 
Components: 
 

1. Research and target a new market 
2. Create an offer targeted to that market 
3. Drive traffic to your offer 
4. Build a back end for additional revenue from that niche. 

 
Before you do this, you'll want to put your existing business on autopilot. We'll talk about 
how to do that towards the end of this ebook. 
 
Right now, though, let's talk about some of the questions you should ask yourself before 
you duplicate your business: 
 

✔ Do I want to go into a closely related market, or a radically new one?  
✔ What market can I go into that might be even more profitable?  
✔ Do I want to sell the same type of product (eg, ebook), or do I want to  

sell something else (eg, software)? 
✔ What were some of the obstacles I encountered in my first business that I'd like 

to eliminate this go around?  
✔ What have I learned so far that will help me create my next business even faster, 

and do it better? 
✔ How much of my existing profits can I reinvest into my new business?  

 
These questions will help you make a strategic decision about when, where, how and 
what to duplicate. 
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Step #2: Fine Tuning And Creating Your Own System 
 
After reviewing your existing business model, you'll like come up with a whole list of 
things you'd like to change.  
 
What would you like to get done faster? Is there a way to cut costs? Did you find one 
form of advertising more effective than another?  
 
These are the issues that come into play when you're fine tuning this whole process into 
your own system.  
 
You look for what works, as well as any areas of weakness that need to be 
addressed.  
 
For example, let's say that writing follow up emails proved a real problem for you, but 
you were really great at writing reports and found those pulled sales in even better.  
 
You could decide to focus on using reports as one of your primary tools in the future.  
 
Likewise, maybe you discovered that you really enjoy being a product creator. You 
could choose to focus on that, and switch your affiliate marketing into a tool for the back 
end. 
 
It’s all about determining what the most effective process is for you.  
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Step #3: Management Of Your Business 
 
Daily business management really comes down to 3 Core Areas:  
 

• Money, People, and Tools 
 
Money Management: 
 
Being a good money manager means watching both what you're earning, and what 
you're spending. You need to know how much profit you've earned for the day, as well 
as what you spent to generate that income.  
 
Another thing you should consider is setting up a bank account dedicated to your 
business. Especially at tax time, you're going to want to know the details of your 
business-related expenditures and income.  
 
It’s much harder to do this if you're mixing your business transactions into your personal 
account.  
 
People Management: 
 
People are the reason you're in business. It’s very important that you stay on top of 
customer service issues. Check your email each day to find out whether someone has 
written you with a question, a problem or a refund request.  
 
People are impressed by speed. The faster you're able to respond to a customer, the 
more they're going to trust you.  
 
Tools Management: 
 
It’s important to make sure your web site, autoresponder and advertising accounts are 
running as intended.  
 
Although this won't happen every day, there will be times when something “breaks”. For 
instance, your PPC ads might stop running due to technical problems (on the service 
end), or due to problems with your account.  
 
Other times, your web site might go down unexpectedly, or your autoresponder host 
could have a server crash. While these situations can be a headache, every marketer 
will face them at some point. That's why it’s important to stay on top of things, so you 
can catch the problem before it gets out of hand. It’s also the reason why its a good idea 
to back up your work.  
 
Make sure you're ready to respond to whatever comes up.  
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Step #4: Do Something Every Day 
 
Your business won't build itself overnight. It’s important that you do something every 
day.  
 
Part of a solid business plan means having a daily action plan. It doesn't have to mean 
a lot of work; it just has to be something which moves you a step closer to your goals.  
 
Some examples of things you can do each day:  
 

✔ Write and submit one new article 
 
✔ Write a new report or newsletter so you can surprise your list 

by sending them a 'gift'.  
 

✔ Tweak your sales copy 
 
✔ Search out some new advertising opportunities 
 
✔ Research more market key phrases 
 
✔ Seek out a new JV partner 
 
✔ Read up on the latest market-related news 
 
✔ Begin learning a new skill 

 
Whatever you do, make sure you keep the momentum going for your business. 
Success is a matter of degree and each step you take, no matter how small, will pay off 
for you in the long run.  
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Step #5: Reinvest Your Profits 
 
Your profits give you the power of leverage. Leverage is a measure of how much you 
can do with what you have.  
 
So, when your first business becomes profitable, you're going to be in an even better 
place than you were when you first began.  
 
You've got more money available, and more money means more options.  
 
Reinvest your profits in a way that either improves upon your existing business, or 
facilitates the process of starting a new one (duplication).  
 
For example, you might invest profits towards: 
 

✔ Expanding your PPC campaigns 
✔ Buying advertising space on other sites 
✔ Creating offline advertising material  
✔ Creating a new product 
✔ Grabbing a new piece of software or joining a membership site that 

will help your business.  
✔ Buying new leads 
✔ Have a professional redesign your site 
✔ Have a pro copy writer tweak your sales material 
✔ Buy up some resale rights or private label products you can 

use as lead generators or bonuses. 
✔ Invest in the tools needed to start a new business 

 
Any of the above (and more!) could be just what your business needs in order to move 
to the next level.  
 
Investing your profits today can mean an even bigger return on income in the 
future. 
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Step #6: Further Self-Education - Continue To Learn 
And Take Action 

 
The core steps of the Autopilot Internet Income™ System give you a foundation. 
However, no business exists in a vacuum. No matter which model you're using, your 
business is only as good as your ability to adjust to change.  
 
This is why it’s important to continue learning and taking action. You can always learn 
how to do what you're doing more effectively. Also you'll need to stay abreast of new 
tactics and techniques.  
 
On a general basis, I recommend learning: 
 

✔ How to be a better copy writer 
✔ How to improve your offers 
✔ How to network with others in your industry 
✔ How to implement other business models 

 
On a daily or weekly basis, I recommend:  
 

✔ Keeping up with market news 
✔ Keeping up with changes in search 

engine optimization 
✔ Keeping up with new pay-per-click tactics 
✔ Keeping up with the latest Internet trends 

and demographics 
 
So, the key is to cover all your bases.  
 
Learn to improve your skills at implementing the 'tried and true' business practices 
(which never change), while also learning what's on the horizon when it comes to things 
like advertising and driving traffic.  
 
A well-rounded approach to continued education insures you'll always stay sharp, and 
never see your business left behind.  
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The Automation Process: What You Can 
Automate 

 
Finally - we've arrived at automation. Tthis is the glue that holds everything together in 
terms of making your business easy to run and maintain.  
 
The benefit of automation is that it takes a lot of the routine, mind-numbing 
chores off of your shoulders, so that you can focus on what's really important.  
 
So, which parts of your business can you automate?  
 

✔ Product delivery 
 
✔ Payment processing 
 
✔ Email follow ups 
 
✔ Some types of traffic 

 
Product Delivery: 
 
The beauty of selling online is that you can sell digital products, which can be 
downloaded. You never have to worry about shipping.  
 
In order to automate product delivery, you need to do the following: 
 

1. Create a download/'thank you' page that customers will see after they buy. 
 
2. Link to the real location of your product on the thank you page so customers 

can download it. 
 

3. Integrate this page with your payment processor. 
 
The basic idea here is that your payment processor returns the customer back to your 
website after the credit card transaction is complete.  
 
Specifically, the payment processor will redirect the customer your “thank you” page, 
where the customer downloads the product.  
 
Payment Processing: 
 
Payment processing is the easiest part to automate. For the average Internet business 
owner in the information product business, the two most logical options for taking 
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payments are ClickBank and Paypal.  
 
These payment processors will work with just about anyone. Unlike major bank 
merchant accounts, you don't have to go through the hassle of miles of paperwork, 
credit checks and other limitations.  
 
All you really need is a physical address, email address, phone number and bank 
account. 
 
ClickBank and Paypal will both process the customer's credit card for you automatically. 
ClickBank sends you your profits via a monthly check. Paypal allows you to deposit 
funds from your Paypal account directly into your checking account.  
 
Email Follow Ups: 
 
All of your 'pre-sell' communications or follow ups can be automated by using an 
autoresponder like Monster Response™. 
 
Once you've completed the work of writing all your follow up material, all you have to do 
is load it into your autoresponder account.   
 
Those messages will be delivered to your subscribers by your autoresponder, 
automatically.  
 
Traffic: 
 
You can put some of your traffic on autopilot.   
 
Pay-per-click campaigns are a great example. Once you've set up your ads and 
tweaked them for maximum conversion, all you have to do pay for your accrued clicks 
at the end of each month.  
 
Your ads will keep running indefinitely, as there's no limit to the allowed length of your 
campaign.  
 
It’s all up to how much you want to pay for traffic. You can run your campaign for 3 
months, then pause it or end it entirely. Likewise, you can just leave it running all the 
time. 
 
Also, keep in mind that free methods, such as article marketing, can also provide 
automatic traffic.  
 
The trick is in writing and submitting enough articles that you have a 'compounded' 
effect over time. Just one good article could bring you traffic for months. 
 

http://www.autopilotprofits.com/cb.htm
http://www.paypal.com
http://www.monsterresponse.com/special.htm
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How To Set Your Internet Business On 
Complete Autopilot! 

 
Setting your business on complete autopilot requires just a few tools, and on solidifying 
all the links in your sales chain.  
 
Let's talk about the sales chain first from both the affiliate angle, and the information 
product owner angle.  
 
Affiliate Angle: 
 
Putting an affiliate business on autopilot is easiest because you eliminate the payment 
processor from the chain. You also eliminate customer service requests, like refunds.  
 
Your affiliate sales chain looks like this:  
 

Traffic -> Landing Page -> Autoresponder Follow Up -> Customer 
Purchases Through Your Affiliate Link -> More Autoresponder Follow 

Ups for the Back End 
 
As you can see, the merchant takes over at the most complex point of the chain. The 
only thing really need to automate is your follow up process.  
 
In order to do this, you just need an autoresponder and enough follow up material to last 
you until you're ready to step in and change something.  
 
So, the basic steps are:  
 

1. Create all follow up material for your lead product. 
 
2. Pick your back end products, and create the follow up material for those. 
 
3. Load all material into autoresponder, and schedule your mailings. 

 
You need to decide how you want to schedule your follow ups, as well. This will depend, 
in part, on whether you have the ability to track click-through all the way to the point of 
sale.  
 
If you can track this information, then you can 'program' your autoresponder to deliver 
the back end follow ups to just your existing customers.  
 
One tracking solution is the one in Monster Response™. But, what you need to do in 
order to make it work as an affiliate, is ask your merchant to place an invisible piece of 
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code, specific to Ad Tracking Pro, onto their 'Thank You' page.  
 
Some merchants will be more than happy to do this for you.  
 
Now, if you don't have the ability to track clicks all the way through the sale, then you'll 
need to schedule back end follow ups for your entire list.  
 
This raises a few questions:   
 
How long should I wait before introducing other products? How long should I follow up 
on my lead product?  
 
There's really no definitive answer to this.  
 
At minimum, you should probably follow up on your lead product for at least one to two 
months before introducing other offers.  
 
The Info Product Owner Angle: 
 
(*also applies to affiliates who sell their own products on the back end.) 
 
The sales chain for an info product owner looks like this:  
 

Traffic -> Landing Page -> Autoresponder Follow Up -> Customer 
Visits Your Sales Page -> Purchase is Processed by Your Payment 

Processor -> Deliver Product via Download -> Follow Up on Backend 
 
To automate this, you'll need:  
 

✔ Affiliate program to help automate traffic 
 
✔ Autoresponder pre-filled with follow up content 
 
✔ Payment processor 
 
✔ Smart tracking to follow customer through sale OR 
 
✔ Build back end into your 'Thank You' page area 

 
Setting up your affiliate program will be simple if you use one of the following payment 
processors: 
 

1. ClickBank 
2. Paypal via PayDotCom (www.paydotcom.com) 

http://www.paydotcom.com
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Both of these processors include an automatic affiliate program. Both require minimal 
set up on your part.  
 
The most you have to do with either of them is specify the commission percentage 
you're offering.  
 
As we discussed previously, your follow ups are automated via autoresponder. You only 
need to create the follow up material and plug it in.  
 
If you track your customer all the way through to the sale, you can then move that 
customer to an “existing customer” list, in order to send exclusive back end offers.  
 
Not all autoresponders provide this level of control, but Monster Response™ does. 
 
If you need an all-in-one solution to virtually automate your entire business at one place, 
then you may consider the following service: 
 
http://www.AutopilotInternetBusiness.com  
 
Otherwise, you might consider splitting up the delivery of your back end offers between 
your mailing list and your download page.  
 
Placing the back end on your download page is a simple matter of designing that page 
to include the copy, graphics and links that point to your other offers or affiliate products.  
 
You can also create “one time offer” back end opportunities by implementing a “One 
Time Offer Script” like this one: 
 
http://askmichel.icoder.com/2006/08/06/simple-one-time-offer-script/ 
 
This will present your customer with the one time offer prior to directing him to the 
download page.  
 
Lastly, if you want to go SUPER automated (and if your budget allows), you can hire 
someone to take care of customer service issues for you.  
 
Imagine never having to issue refunds yourself, or deal with technical support issues.  
 
You can set up this type of support through services such as http://www.liveperson.com  
 
A Quick Note About Download Management: 
 
The security of your download page is critical. Download page security is of great 
concern when using ClickBank, specifically.  
 

http://www.AutopilotInternetBusiness.com
http://askmichel.icoder.com/2006/08/06/simple-one-time-offer-script
http://www.liveperson.com
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The problem stems from product thieves who either:  
 

1. Guess your download URL, or… 
 

2. Try to trick the payment processor by exploiting programming vulnerabilities  
 
In either case, what happens is the thieve makes off with your product without paying 
for it.  
 
In other to counteract this problem, there are a number of “download management” 
scripts designed to secure your download page by: 
 

✔ Obscuring the real location of the page/product 
✔ Verifying the correct parameters have been passed from 

the payment processor, so you know a purchase was made 
  
Some of the solutions available to you include DL Guard which is among the best in the 
market. 
 
And that's it!  Your business is now totally automated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://tinyurl.com/2yct4x
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Conclusion 
 
Are you ready to start your own autopilot internet income business?   
 
My bet is that you are now that you've learned the core steps of the Autopilot Internet 
Income™ System. I recommend printing out this ebook and re-reading it as many 
times as you necessary until you've got a strong grasp on each of the steps.  
 
Remember, the whole process is really very simple:  
 

✔ Find a market 
 
✔ Target an offer to that market 
 
✔ Drive market traffic to the offer 
 
✔ Build in additional income streams via back end offers 
 
✔ Repeat the steps to duplicate your business model in a new market 

 
One thing I haven't emphasized, and that bears mentioning, is that the duplication part 
of the equation is where the really big profits kick in.  
 
Yes, you can choose to run just one business. If you get started with this system and 
are satisfied by the profits from your first business, you can make it your primary focus.  
 
And I don't mean to imply that just one business can't be super-profitable. It can. 
However, it really depends on how far you're able to take it, and how much extra work 
you want to put in.  
 
In certain markets, there is sometimes a profit threshold that is difficult to break through. 
Let's say you get your income up to a consistent $3,000-$4,000 per month.  
 
That's pretty good, but what if you want to make $10,000 per month?  
 
In order to double your income, you need to either squeeze more money from the 
existing business (by rolling out new products), or you need to set up a second business 
to duplicate your current income.  
 
The fact is that many times its easer and faster to set up a second business, than it is to 
search for ways of adding income to the existing business.  
 
Why?  
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Because once you've mastered the 5 components, you can capitalize on other markets 
at lightning speed.  
 
It’s much faster to set up an affiliate campaign for a new market (where you've got ready 
made products to promote), than to come up with new products for your current market 
 
Also, consider the fact that the more market research you do, the better you get at 
identifying super-profitable niches. Your second or third time around, you just might 
uncover a market with 5x's more profit potential than your first one.  
 
Why not take advantage of that when it could mean doubling or tripling your income, 
without having to do double or triple the amount of work?   
 
That's the beauty of the 5 core components.  
 
It’s the same amount of work each time you set up the business, then you set it on 
autopilot and you're done.  
 
I hope you see the power in this concept.  
 
All that's left for you to do now is take action! 
 
I’ll talk to you soon… 
 
To Your Success! 
 

 


